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2 THE SHIRBURN!AN 

Editorial 

Sherborne is an expanding and developing town. The arrival of branches of chain firms 
in a perpetual stream, amongst other things, is a significant indication of this growing importance. 
I am confident, however, that it will be a very long time before economic and physical growth 
destroy the atmosphere and inherent beauty of the town and the surrounding countryside. 
These are two things that can never be studied or appreciated enough and are things that 
every Shirburnian, whatever his interests, will some time in his life look back on with nostalgia. 
This is because even if lessons, examinations and people make a school, only the atmosphere 
that prevails in both school and town can make it Sherborne School. 

So much goes on within the school every day that it would be very easy to arrive at the 
end of one's education at Sherborne with only a hazy impression of what is beyond the railway 
station and north of the golf club. There are, of course, other reasons, but the final result is 
that not enough Shirburnians are sufficiently aware of their immediate environment. I hasten 
to add that rather than patronising I include myself in that. This issue of 'The Shirburnian' 
is therefore designed to inform and interest both its readers and writers in their surroundings. 
Most of the articles explore different, though not unrelated, aspects of a central theme: the 
physical environs of Sherborne. 

In making ourselves more aware of our situation within that area, however, we must 
simultaneously realize that this environment, in fact, has no boundaries at all. Although this 
magazine is principally concerned with only a parochial area we must not forget that Sherborne 
is not (despite popular belief) a walled city. It may be an oasis but there is no oasis without a 
desert and therefore Sherborne's position on a county, a national and perhaps even a European 
map must never be forgotten. 

Finally, a somewhat different point. For too long 'The Shirburnian' has been regarded as 
existing for only a short period three times a year and not as a continuous establishment. One 
of the effects of this has been a decrease in the size of the correspondence section, sometimes to 
absolute non-existence. The difficulties caused by the slow process of printing does not excuse 
this. In this edition there is an attempt to re-establish the magazine as a forum for debate, and 
the expression of views, though the topics are necessarily generalized. A good correspondence 
section enables the articles themselves to consider a distinct topic in detail and we do not lose 
touch with the other scales of environment. I choose this one particular scale because it impinges 
most deeply on each Shirburnian's memory and is well worth remembering. 
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Sherborne 
Diary 

_.:\.s a.noth~r tt'r·n1 clra" ... ~ lr> a c]ooc 1 
cnnnot h<:Jp hu• 1·~n~<:• ll<)\\' e<l4:l1 I .~nt seer us 
to raoc by even fh~tcr than ch~ la~t; pcrh<l]J'i 
it\ Uccaus.c of 1ny ad\•ancing ycnts {adolt·~s
c~11t 'i~niJily L~ i;clting in} or n1orc likcJy it'~ 
h~t·;u,1~~ T h<l'1 110 <.:XJltr•s lo make the hours 
dr~. 1 l 1nay on]y hav~ been ~' ~hort tern>~ 
hut it \ .. ·as a.bl<: to ~hnv11 u:; <lrl interesting 
variety of \ .. ·cathc~ ttom a vlolen1 :;r\O\\'Slorcn 
lo :surnmcr ~unshlnc (\ .. ·ell, almost) and or 
001..•r.>e the h<lbitunl r•1in~torn1s \\·i•houc 
,, .. hi ch nr> Shlr·h1..1rni;1n roi.ild feel at hon1c. 

\\.'J.ac~vt!l" 1he , ... ~•1•her, ILfc gr>iz on and 
the tcrn1 '''a!; Jo.un<:h~tl by 1 h .. i11h·o,l11c1lon 
of the ··rard)•~ book> 'vhit·h provid~tl an 
cntlles:; topic of cr>nv4:rS~ltion for • h<: fir~t 
fr.v.· \ .. ·~~k.->. 'fh1· He<ldcna:sler > tired of seeing 
pu pH~ .sl rolJing 1lrJL1<:l 1~1 le11tly to lht·ir lcssr>n 
afceJ6 •h~ hr.ginning of th~ period, insta1Jed 
an car[y-inoJ'nin~ J'i~e ~ys1~tn co ~nc.;ou1·:igr: 

us tr> correct this (cruel, <:rue[~. 'l'hl~ p[a.n 
unt·ovt'rcd the :sadistic streak inherent in 
th~ :sea.ff "vhr> <:ouJd IJ~ .st'en, ~• l lht• start ,,f 
~ai;h periot.1, gtinuing hot6rihly and droollng 
ov~1· • hei1· :s~r.on<I h:\nd~ Lu a.ncir.ip;1 I ion of 
•he ncx• vi<:cint. Ho, .. ·cvcr chc lleadrna."cCJ' 
~helved an exceJlcnc ~uggc~tion that ~:faster3 
\\•ho arrive lnte nt n lesson should receive 
chc :;ante trcatcnent ~ 

The threat of the tard\' hook '"'" 
forgotten one.· Frlday u1r>rning · a:s a thrr>ng 
of int4-Tested sp~ctalor:s g~llherc.·d ;.u·ound lh~ 
SJ'lOJ6cs H<lll 10 watch i1$ i mmine11f in
r.inr:ration - or so they thought> and thry 
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c.·<lrinot Ue hlaint'd, t0J6 • h~ ar~a \ .. ·as ~""·~1J61ni11g 
..... ·lLh f1T't'1n~n and Hre ~ngines. :\:fr. Lander 
hnd nod<:~d smoke con'llng out of che niJ6 
vents ~nd being nnllcr~llly alnrmc.·d had 
gone lnto th~ UoiJ~r roou1 lo invcstiga1c; 
squc.·ezing through ch~ rna:t.t! of plpt!'i he 
fiJ\1nd tha1 che c.;asing ·"~1n111.1 rullug rJn~ of the 
pLp~s ,,,,.a~ nn fh·e. Th~ fi1·e hrigat.lc \\.'Hs 
c:1JJ~d and che li1·e \..;as put out ""'i ch t•otn
incn<la.hlc speed. 1 ts cau~e ~l 'fhc damper 
upon the roof had lm:-n left dosed and tho 
heal frorn lh~ g<:ner.;1 tor:s had riot Uceu :·\ble 
lo ~scap~, 1h~~ , .. ·as a h~nl hui1rl up \Utlil 
f'i nalJy 1 h .. <:n~in?, bu~c in10 tlam<:~. Howevr~r 
ocher than n hole in the roof> li ule damage 
rcsuhcd and an)' id4:a I hat lhi:s is part of <ln 
elal>r>r~\te t'rono1ny p1an on th~ part of the 
Bur.sar, ..... ·hen:Uy ch~ ~<.:hool t•ollet·ts vast 
<1 cnni.•nl:s ,,f ln.sur:i.n<:c ntont!y h>' l,,n·ni ng 
du, .. ·n i c:; l:i.ce~• pJ~jccts, t•an b~ i n~Tancly 
r~IUt~dt 

Sad to :s;iy th~ finer thing:; in 1Cf4: <1rc 
uol ah,•ay.s p~rtr1:n1r:n• ~ind •hi!; •~1·111 1he 
s<:hnol ha~ [o~t an in•cgral paJ't of it~ <:h~racrc1· 
.. P.J.S. ha< rid himsdfofhis :l·lini. Many will 
remember \\•ith affection the liltle orange 
car that had a tendc11C}' lr> hurcJe t11rrJ1.1gh 
spet•tl tr<lps an•I nash a<:rro.~ lh~ c.;on1'l 'i 
sending hoys flying in all <li1·~r.•ion:s. R 1.1 n'lour 
ha:s it th;.t( he 1n;1 nagt~d 10 .s~ll it! HI! has 
rc.·ph1ce<l 1 l ,,•i1 h a ,,•hll•· ,\[pha.sud, '"'hos~ 
~leek forrn n'lay no\\1 he ~et!ll J'lUrri11~ a.1·0\UU,I 
:h~ IO\\.'rl. A cc1·tain collr.a.gue has hrt him ;i. 

bottle of claret that h4: will be r.a.ught fot6 
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speeding in it by June 1st! M.J.C. has 
jumped on the bandwagon and purchased 
a blue Volkswagon Polo, which was parked 
in the courts without a license and an 
apologetic note on the windscreen declaring 
that a license had been sent for but had not 
yet arrived. A likely story. 

Talking of modes of transport, P.M.\V. 
was separated from his bicycle for a harrow
ing two days. He left it outside the Black 
Horse on a Saturday evening and on coming 
out found that it had disappeared without 
trace (there must be a moral in there 
somewhere); however it turned up again in 
the vicinity two days later, much to his relief! 

This term saw an 0.S. weekend and the 
school was inundated by floods of old boys 
and it was most interesting to hear how much 
the place has changed. Several of the older 
ones were interested to know whether the 
lavatories had roofs on, in their day one 
communed with nature under an open sky; 
apparently the prefects insisted that the 
fags should warm the seats before use! The 
good old days? Despite the changes the 
weekend seemed to be enjoyed by all. 

Early on in the term there was a spon
sored walk in aid of the \Vest Mill which 
raised over £500. Despite J.J.B.'s well 
defined map several groups lost their way 
but were not allowed to collect money for 
their five extra miles. Some of the more 
public spirited (or gullible) masters were 
roped in to act as checkpoints and whether 
by design or accident P.S.F. managed to 
stand in a scenic but nevertheless the wrong 
place thus presumably directing boys on an 
interesting, if not altogether relevant path! 
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A refreshing breath of fresh air blew 
across our somewhat cloistered life from over 
the Atlantic in the shape of some students 
from Phillips Academy, near Boston. They 
seemed to enjoy their stay here and they 
recommend the Chinese restaurant at the 
bottom of the Bristol Road! R.D.R.M. was 
perhaps a little taken aback when one of 
them descended upon his English period, 
but coped easily when asked to explain 
Wordsworthian theory; who knows, perhaps 
he could set a new trend in Anglo-American 
relations? 

P.C.B.'s dog, after appearing in the 
Diary last term for frequenting pubs, seems 
to have undergone a change of character: 
earlier this term she was to be found in the 
chap~! just before a service. Well, why not? 
She was also terribly hurt by the accusation 
of being male. 

Overall the school is much the same as 
last term, as the spate of frenzied building 
comes to a halt. The lower library now has 
a fitted carpet, due to another generous 
donation, and the undercroft now contains 
a telephone; not an exciting red kiosk but 
an unobtrusive grey telephone, strategically 
placed so that people can read Newsboard 
and listen to conversations at the same time! 

Finally then, at the end of a whirlwind 
term, it only remains to put forward M.H.'s 
suggestion that every once in a while the 
Headmaster should declare a 'No day', 
during which there should be nothing done, 
to allow everyone to catch up with them
selves. I'm sure most would agree that it 
would create a welcome break in the hectic 
pace of life! Sherborne Diarist 
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Usurpation 

At dusk, the sodden heavy July blankets Mount Victoria. 
Intoxicated, sprawling bulbuls with their slimy bat-like wings drop helplessly 

out of the compost of blackening eucalyptuses, 
lurch at a stifled, drowning insect, 
flop into the steaming, cavernous gape of the jungle 

Beneath the painful crimson lipstick smear, 
Beneath the coral-rotting, wax waxing city smudge 

the harbour sweats. 

Carlsberg, announcing itself bright red, electric, 
drips, blood stains the whitewashed walls, 
drowns itself, licks itself to pieces in the sea amongst stars. 

and scream. 

The bauhinia's perspiration 
Humidifies my brain. Drinking in the poison, swelling, exploding, 
My cerebellum ceiling waxes to its cage. 
The silence, screaming from the bay, whistles, laughs 

in the canals of my ear. 
Through the diffusing blue pools in my eyes 

I see the skyscrapers rising triumphant from the fungus lake. 
The last of the alveolus foliage, fighting, forces, 

a route to the sea. 
I ts capillaries, the streams from a broken sandcastle 

wind their way, their final resistance down Victoria. 
But they are drained, dammed by complacent ivory towers 

with their gaudy shouts; and so 
At this fragrant harbour, the final capitulation. 
But not yet in my land, 

not yet in my land. 

Heinrich Rhein. 
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"Claret to fight the English spring; 
Burgundy to fight winter chills; 
Champagne to fight depression; 
and two glasses of good port a day m 

any weather." 
Thus went the recipe for health of 

Horace Annesly Vachell, an author of no 
mean contemporary literary distinction and 
at one time an inhabitant of Sherborne. 

Vachell was born at Sydenham, South 
of Victorian London in l 86 l, the eldest of 
three sons. London was always to hold a 
fascination for him. In "On the Other Side" 
(1910) Vachell undoubtedly transcribes his 
own character onto that of the hero, David: 
"The great city had enticed him as a flesh 
and body entity, and - oddly enough - it 
allured him still. He was sensible of a 
quickening of pulses, of a vibration strange 
but not unpleasant. The roar of the traffic, 
the hurrying crowds, the colour, and move
ment excited him." Although he later went 
to live in the country the "silence of Sher
borne oppressed him". 

Later in his childhood his family moved 
to Hursley, near Winchester. He often 
visited this ancient Saxon city with its old 
buildings, but it was the cathedral in 
particular which moved him spiritually. 
During these years he went to school at 
Harrow. His parents were of some position 
and were able to send him to that hallowed 
institution. Once again Vachell found him
self in a town atmosphere. He was always to 
bear a preference for the buildings, bustle 
and people of urban life to the quietude of 
rural life. 

Horace 
Annesly 
Vachell 
(1861-1955) 

Like most proper young men of his 
generation the obvious opening following 
school was the military. He went to the 
Royal Military College at Sandhurst and 
joined the Rifle Brigade for a short time. This 
existence however seemed to have little 
prospect or attraction for his ambitious mind 
and he left for California. He stayed there 
throughout the l88o's gathering a valuable 
new outlook on life. Soon he married an 
attractive girl called Lydie and from there 
went into partnership with Lydie's father 
who was Managing Director of a local land 
company. Soon after their marriage Lydie 
gave birth to their one son and then a 
daughter in 1895. Sadly however, Lydie 
died not long afterwards. Younger Vache II 
too, unfortunately was born in that genera
tion whose fate lay on or over the battlefields 
of the First World War. At the outbreak of 
war he joined the Royal Flying Corps and 
in 1915 was killed in a flying accident. Both 
deaths had a sobering effect on Vachell to 
whom life had been until now a gay existence. 

By the turn of the century he had 
returned to England where he became a 
writer. Within a short time he had established 
his popularity with the English reading 
public. He wrote over fifty novels together 
with volumes of short stories, fourteen plays, 
essays and three autobiographical books in 
which he appeared as "Methuselah", the 
last of which being published on his death 
in 1955, is called "More from Methuselah". 
Other works were "John Charity" l goo, 
"Brothers" 1904, and "The Hill" lqo5 
based on his time at Harrow-on-the-Hill. 
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They were his most famous along with 
"Her Son" 1907, "The Fourth Dimension" 
1920, and "The Fifth Commandment" 
1932. His play "Quinneys" 1915 met with 
great appraisal. Indeed at the time he was 
extremely popular and he is the most 
prolific writer of our century, though that is 
no measure of greatness. 

Perhaps one of the reasons he has 
fallen out of favour today is his lack of 
criticism of the world around him: he was 
almost satisfied with it, he accepted its 
values and conventions readily. Despite this 
however, he did write honestly and carefully 
without attempting to distort the truth. His 
work brings to light the beliefs and customs 
belonging to the English upper middle class 
of the early part of this century. His con
ventiality and academic approach as well 
as his unquestionable upper middle clas> 
patronisation cannot but strike a jarring 
note in us. Aside from this he was a shrewd 
and good-humoured man. He was of dis
tinguished appearance with silvery hair and 
a noble posture. He had a natural dignity 
and panache which distinguished him from 
others of his generation. He dressed in a 
characteristically high stiff collar and a well 
cut morning coat. He spoke both clearly 
and eloquently and with an alert mind. His 
accent could not have been more typically 
Edwardian upper-middle class. His attitude 
remained stoical. "In nature there are no 
rewards or punishments, there are con
sequences" (The Face of Clay). Although 
he lived on to 1955 many of the characteristics 
of his personality as a middle aged man of 
the Edwardian era remained with him into 
old age. Yet he always maintained an 
interest with the new novelists and dramatists 
around him. They in turn respected him and 
looked upon him as a father figure. 

As an old man he went to live near Bath 
in \Vidcome Manor. His terraced garden 
was a great solace to him in his old age with 
its imported Italian fountain. In 1952 he 
moved to Sherborne which he had never 
much cared for, as he expressed in his book, 
largely autobiographical called "On the 
Other Side" 1910, modestly subtitled "The 
Record of Certain Passages in the Life of a 
Genius". As a young man he had lived for a 
short time in .Monk's Barn. His new home was 
Priory House where he lived until just before 
his death. It is situated across the main road 
opposite The Green and to the west side of 
the Antelope Hotel. Its windows date back 
to the seventeenth century and its plaster 
ceiling to. the eighteenth. It still has its 
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original panelling. Although not excessive 
in size it is a very reasonable town house and 
not without its beauty. Unfortunately his 
remark about silence no longer holds and 
"The roar of traffic" is as noisy as the 
London he knew. Vachell had a genuine 
interest with the buildings around him, and 
in particular this school as is demonstrated 
in this passage; also a good general illus
tration of Vachell's writing with its heavy 
Edwardian style. It is taken from "On the 
Other Side". 

"Next day Fermor woke early and went 
for a stroll. He lingered for a moment 
beneath the yew trees in the Abbey Close, 
and paused again when he came to the 
Lady Chapel, carefully examining some 
of the stones beneath the escutcheon of 
Edward the Sixth. These stones, crumbling 
away because they had been improperly 
laid by careless masons, always exasperated 
him. Well set, with the right surface 
exposed to the destroying elements, they 
would have presented as firm and youthful 
a complexion as other and far older parts 
of the Abbey. He frowned, muttering to 
himself while he strolled on through the 
narrow passage which leads to Abbot 
Mere's Conduit, and thence into Cheap 
Street. At the conduit he drank some 
water, not because he was thirsty, but 
for the sentimental reason that so many 
stout masons and good monks had slaked 
their thirst at the same fountain. Then, 
more briskly, he mounted the quaint, 
narrow, winding street of ancient houses 
built of all sizes and at all angles. Fermor 
had a kindly glance for Elizabethan, 
Jacobean, Georgian, and Victorian. He 
loved bricks, he adored stone, and he was 
not too contemptuous of time-mellowed 
stucco. The fact is, he permitted himself 
to stare at human habitations, whereas 
he was too shy to scrutinise closely the 
people who dwelt in them. His interest in 
houses was inspired by his interest in 
people, but he told himself that he did 
know much about architecture and little 
about architects, considering mankind as 
the builders of themselves and their 
dwelling-places. David's adoption was the 
daring expression of a craving to know 
more. 

Having reached Green Hill, he returned 
home by Back Abbey, where he was 
certain to meet boys running or crawling 
to early school. Many of them he knew; 
and he was pleasurably aware that he 
enjoyed a mild popularity amongst them. 
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They capped him, a salute punctiliously 
acknowledged. Occasionally the more 
ardent confided some secret joy or trouble, 
which Aattered him enormously, although 
he was painfully aware that he did not 
quite rise to the high level of these artless 

Correspondence 
Section 

From M. D. P. Lewis 
Dear Sir, 

I wish to draw attention to the fact that 
we are living at a time when fashions 
and trends are changing in an unusual 
way. Our society is caught between two 
extremes yet the passage of time is such that 
it is easy for us not to notice this change. I 
am referring to the change from the image of 
the sixties (and early seventies) to the image 
of the seventies. 

The sixties (so I will refer to the decade 
c.1965-75) were a time of revolution, and 
emphasis was upon the youth of our society. 
For the first time since the war they had more 
than sufficient money and they desired 
freedom from convention. The word "hippy" 
became a byword. Hippy communes 
attempted to make a break from social 
conventions. "Hell's angels" attacked both 
"skinners" and innocent people alike. Even 
the youth of the upper and middle classes 
became "long-haired revolutionaries". Brigit 
Rose Dugdale became transformed from a 
former debutante to a terrorist. Many 
people especially of the older ~ge group 
would still regard youth as revolut10nary, but 
they are no longer correct. 

THE SHIRBURNIAN 

outpourings. Full of sympathy for youth, 
and young himself, inasmuch as what was 
fresh and clean and enthusiastic appealed 
to him, he could never overcome a 
detestable shyness." 

M.D.P.L. 

The youth of today is fast becoming a 
less significant thorn in the side of society. 
It has lost the revolutionary urge. It is 
becoming fashionable to be a conformist and 
accept society without attacking it. The 
youth violence of the sixties has gone, instead 
there is a more positive attitude towards 
society. The Ulster Peace Movement is a 
move to preserve society and not destroy it. 
Even the affiuent and exotic Carnabv 
Street and Portobello Road, products of the 
sixties, are fast losing their visitors to more 
historical and educational sites. 

It is wrong however to say that this 
conservatism is the only trend today. You 
can see both revolutionaries and conser
vatives side by side and both could be 
considered fashionable. Now, however, con
servatism is becoming the dominant fashion, 
in the sixties it all but became defunct. 
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Perhaps the most readily accessible 
example of this disparity of fashions is hair 
length. In the sixties not just hippies and 
hells angels revolted against more pragmatic 
short hair. Youth wanted freedom and 
individuality from the older generation. 
·what had been uniquely an intellectual's 
characteristic became adopted even by some 
businessmen. Today many consider the 
height of fashion to have hair as short as 
that of the fifties. 

Dress also in the sixties was flamboyant 
and outrageous. Not only were colours 
deliberately striking but the style became 
equally ostentatious. The mini skirt reached 
unconquered heights. These characteristics 
occur much less now. The midi has almost 
entirely replaced the mini. Yet paradoxically 
within the last few years "baggies", flares 
and large lapels have become fashion. 
Ostentatiousness is by no means suppressed. 

Youth is coming to an acceptance of the 
established tradition. In the sixties student 
agitation in the universities became common 
place. There was a frenzied restlessness. 
University politics swung to the left. Today 
the Conservatives are gaining an increasing 
hold in the universities. Drugs and other 
escapist means make far less impact today. 
As long as our society exists however, such 
expressions of discontent will also continue. 
It may remain in a diminished form. The 
permissive society which emerged from the 
sixties is still with us but romance is no 
longer so despised. Barbara Cartland, the 
romance novelist, in a recent letter to The 
Times quoted a rapid increase in recent 
sales of her books, and said that it is now 
fashionable to be a virgin. This is not to say 
that these books did not sell before, but 
romance then was considered a bad word. 
Nowadays love is seen as more exalted. 

Artistically too there is an increasing 
emphasis on romance (not romanticism) as 
opposed to revolution. \\'hethcr we like it 
or not, rock music is the greatest expression 
of this. "The Beatles" heralded in the 
rcvolutionarv sixties and carlv seventies. 
Contempora~y bands included "The Rolling 
Stones" and "Cream", thriving on the 
desire for revolution and its manifestations; 
violence, sex, drugs, etc. For the most part 
they have disbanded or changed their 
music. Even the great electronic bands have 
begun to disintegrate. The discontented 
frenzy has gone. 
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Youth is beginning to look back to the 
past and accept it. It is not constantly 
striving for progress. In the sixties it was the 
future which counted the more. 

Sherborne School is an admirable 
expression of this change in behaviour. As 
elsewhere however one cannot simplify the 
situation. Yet many subtle but significant 
changes have occurred since when I first 
came. Hair has become noticeably shorter; 
when I first came to be trendy one had to 
grow one's hair long. The whole atmosphere 
was far more rebellious. An easily recognis
able symptom was the number of expulsions, 
now greatly diminished. This is however 
due partly to more fundamental changes 
within the school itself. One example of this 
change is West Mill. Not long ago this old 
ruin became synonymous with Sunday 
smokes, now it is being reconstructed as a 
reminder of the past. 

These symptoms must have their causes. 
There are three possible explanations for 
this transformation from revolution to con
servatism. 

Firstly, the sixties was an age of pros
perity and progress; the late seventies is an 
age of austerity and economic frugality. 
Contemporary fashions have become a 
reflection of these changes. The best mark of 
this transformation is probably the oil crisis 
of 1974. 

Secondly, this change can be said to be 
a psychological reaction against technological 
progress. In the sixties people tried to keep 
up with it, now they are trying to halt it. 
They try to identify with the past, as opposed 
to the future. 

A last reason is that it is just part of the 
historical process of revolution and reaction. 
Both elements are alwavs contained in 
society but normally at any one time one is 
dominant over the other. This mav be a 
product of a natural swing or more c'omplex 
circumstances. Clcarlv these three causes 
arc related. , 

\\'hatever may be said neither symptoms 
nor causes can be simplified. Each point has 
its inconsistencies. \Vriting as a contemporary 
it is often difficult to sec the forest for the 
trees. Perhaps a later historian with an 
objective viewpoint will be able to sec it in a 
simple historical contcct. 

* * * * 
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Dear Sir, 
Sherborne can justifiably boast a wide 

and full range of extra-curricular activities 
that are vital to its character and add 
tremendous spice to life at the school, from 
concerts to matches and exhibitions to 
tournaments. It strikes me, however, that 
in order to ensure that these activities 
(admirable in themselves) do not interfere 
with or compete with academic work when 
they should be enhancing it, eve.ry boy mu~t 
achieve a balance between his academic 
work and his extra-mural work. Over 
obsession in the latter will inevitably end in 
a flimsy and shaky education just as a total 
neglect of it results in stagnation. 

These extra-mural activities can largely 
be divided into two groups: Sport and Art. 
There are careers in both, but those in sport 
are far more limited and it is easy to find 
oneself retired whilst still fairly young and 
forced to resort to one's qualifications 
obtained at school. For this reason I was 
dismayed to see the Sports Hall being built, it 
seemed to me that sport already occupied a 
high enough position in people's estimation, 
though it is at present being used ve:y 
sensibly. Art, by contrast, offers far more m 
the way of careers though over-involvement 
at school remains dangerous. 

Apart from the potential risk to academic 
life there is also friction between these two 
gro'ups of activities. 60 % of the school still 
have no freedom over the quantity and kind 
of exercise they take, in art there is total 
freedom. It is about time the growing threat 
imposed by sport on both academic and 
artistic work was recognized and tackled. 

This may appear to be a rather one
sided attitude but it is a realistic one. The 
opportunities for over obsession in any of 
these three branches of Sherborne life, are 
available but over obsession in sport is at 
present easier and always more lethal than 
over obsession in either of the other two. A 
simple rule offering more freedom in sporting 
activities will alleviate this danger. 

* 

Yours faithfully, 
A concientious observer. 

* * * 
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* * * * 

Dear Sir, 
Few would deny the need for progress 

in a school, and certainly Sherborne has 
seen, in the past few years, a great .n:1':ny 
changes, particularly in the field of fac1ht1es. 
They have been so fast that they have 
produced a sort of rising !ension or momen
tum, which although difficult exactly to 
define can be felt throughout the school. 
With 'the rate of progress in this one field 
now falling away, it may be conclud;d that 
either someone has, so to speak, applied the 
brakes, which would result in relieving the 
tension and of which I see little evidence, or 
the energies formerly used up in these rapid 
developments in amenities are beginning to 
be turned towards other areas of school life. 

By this I mean the areas of thought and 
attitudes. Does one dare here to refer to 
intellectual curiosity a phrase which has 
perhaps been rather over-worked on News
board this term? There is, for example, the 
encouraging fact that the school generally 
seems to have realised that although it may 
be able to produce Rugby teams able and 
willing to flatten all oppositio.n; there has 
for some time been a lack of pos1t1ve thought. 
Until recently many, if asked, would have 
professed to have no,. o; very few'. ~pinions 
on subjects such as rehg10n and poht1cs. 

Could it be that we are about to turn 
the corner into a new phase - one of renewed 
interest, understanding and reasoning? I 
would not like to create a spirit of false hope, 
or even to imply that we can all sit back 
and wait for such a revival simply to happen 
on its own. Far from it - any such revitali
sation will require a great deal of effort: 
the momentum I have mentioned can be no 
substitute, but can only provide the initial 
push. 

Even so, there must be cause for 
optimism. If the forces which have of late 
propelled the school in one direction can 
now be channelled into this area, we may 
see a remarkable transformation in the near 
future. 

Yours faithfully, 
David Moore 
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An appreciation of Mazes . 

. Dear Sir, 

I I 

Peristalses, a commander in the navy of ancient Crete, wrote to his friend Oesophagus 
that 'the alleviation of repetitive boredom owes its instigation to the ingenuity of my mind; 
devious and challenging, I have invented the stachus', which in translation means 'a maze'. 
Within the year, King Minos of Crete had employed Peristalses as 'The monarchial labyrinth 
architect', a post which still exists today. A king-sized maze having been erected, for added 
enjoyment a maiden-masticating monster was put in the centre, later to be transfixed with the 
·sword of Perseus. 

Nowadays the idea of a maze in the back garden seems, to say the least, somewhat strange; 
but, as Cardinal Wolsey records in his little-known diary of 1526, 'I have built a labyrinth in 
the surrounds of Hampden Court, to which the king hath expressed much pleasure; indeed, he 
said it was well executed, at which he looked knowingly at the queen, quite why I know not'. 
Incidentally, the inspiration for this Tudor maze is said to have come from Wolsey's visit to 
the island of Apollo; it was believed that anybody entering the caves on that island could never 
return-those who did were hanged for fraud. 

The fanatical attraction of mazes is evidently the same as in target-shooting, souffie making, 
wood carving, or any other sport where intelligence and concentration merge so beautifully. 
The potential symmetry of a design contributes significantly to its aesthetic value. One last 
comment on the subject; there is nothing more depressing than a soggy souffie, but a maze 
with no solution is a challenge of the highest order. 

* 

From 'The Shirburnian' of June 1927. 
Sir, 

* * 

Yours, 
Andrew Spink. 

* 

Although one who objects to the ever recurring complaint which seems to be about the 
only topic of your correspondence columns, I have been led to address one more such letter to 
you, which I excuse on the grounds that it also contains a suggestion. It is the same thing. I 
complain that there is no 6th Form Reading Room, Common Room, or whatever name it is 
pleased to be called, and I suggest that one should be immediately instituted. If the bare, 
uncomfortable Magazine Room ever fulfilled such a function it has certainly ceased to do so 
since the installation of the new organ .... 

Accordingly, I propose that a cosy, pleasant room, resembling a drawing room rather than 
il classroom should be thrown open ... that there, each comfortably stretched in the ample 
upholstery of an arm chair, surrounded by papers daily and weekly, and duly furnished with 
all other luxuries conducive to the mental equanimity attendant upon ease, (sic) conversation 
such as befits the exalted intellects of the occupants should be conducted .... 

This then is the sop I offer to the magisterial Cerberus. I hope that he will swallow it. 
I remain, 

Yours truly, 
2x0 "-TJ· 

It is interesting that, apart from the Library itself, there remains no1L'here of the writer ef I92J's 
description and for this reason I reprint the letter. Ideally the ].C.R. should hai•e this function, whether or 
not it does is a matter ef some controversy. The hypothetical plan to make such a room in the undercrojt, 
which simultaneously gives much needed extra space for the expanding library, ought to be further considered
evidently this is a requirement of long standing. 

Editor 
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T. S. Eliot 
and 
East Coker 

More people sl1<>11ld kno-v ~nd earoc 
lhat a fc,v n1iles f1·on1 Shtl"horne there 1s 
a place or oulstnndini:.t lit.t 1·aty jnte~t. 

Tv•o hour'~ '"~lk through cnuntry Janes \ .... 11. 
bring you to .E:uc Cokc.:r \\•here •.h~ nsh.cs nf 
T. S. Eliot, on<: nf the two rnosl d 1sln')R"wshc:d 
poeL~ of thU ccntu_ry, are b~ried. ·r:hcrc arc, 
I suppocsct fe\v hter~'ry s1L~ \v}n~lt c.:u111-
n1cmoratc ••ptlv t h~ 1~n1nc with \vluch . l.hct 
a.re :.1!:ioocialed. T his 15 itself hardly surpr•!ltng. 
Eliot hin1self nrrnngcd, sonic tcu )'C~r~ ht:f?re 
his <leach in 1965, thac l~e '"'" c~ h-. ~limed 
llte re in the \vest end of Che Pnrid1 <~hurch 
o r st ~;[ichacJ, and thr. li11k hcnvccn ~he 
place and his $tll~ ihility is given cndunng 
expression in F.a.rl (.'oktr, the second of the 
Four (}Jurrttts, hi~ poetic 11u1sll.Tplccc. 

~ in my br.~inning i:1 1ny end ... In rny 
end ls my hcginniug! The fi rst and h1st 
lines of /.!~a.st l'ok' '• inscribed o n the rneinoral 
plaque in the clturch, express - even if thi!) 
is not their n1eaning - the ~ense th:i.t n 
historic~i.I 1novc:anent hnd been cotnplt.:ied 
\o;hcn Eliot's ashes \.'icn: l>urlcJ iu 1ht. village 
church. The earliest $Urviv,ng p..1ri$h register 
of F..ast Coker mention~ the t xistcncc of a 
family named EUiutc in th• vill~ge in lhe 
six •eenth century. Tt ,,.3.~ from East Co~er 
that an Andrew F.liot cmignu cd 10 ,\mccica 
around J 66o o.ulc.l it was from this .'\ndrC'\.". 
Eliot that T . S. J;liot's own family derived 
their descent. American by birch, T . S. Elim 
rctun1ecl to liv.., in Englnnd ac chc oucl>reak 
of the Fint World War ond spcnc the re<C of 
ht~ life here, lx:ootnin.g :l British iuhjec:t in 
19•7. 
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Explained 1hm ba<lly, one mighc feel 
a sense of the: conLrlve<l, of life nl~lde to 
1ninlic ar1, in the as!\or:iation of El iot and 
East Coker. Jlm even the pious milquomtions 
of Elio1 which • .!\.tncrican tourist feel con· 
strained to inscribe in the visilor.->~ book in 
the <.:hurc.h arc a rneasure of the nu1niuous 
q u"l;ty of the place. The r•~d.r of F,l;u l 
certainly fet:ls po werfully the lntlmnle co.n· 
ncction ben·•teen poen1 and place. \·Vhtle 
one does no t, of co urse, co1nc to Eas t Coker 
in ortll.T to confir1n Eliot's topography, there 
is nevertheless a real ser1.5e in \•;hich to visit 
the place illuminat~s 1he poe:nl. Four (}Jtarlt's 
is a religio1L~ pocn11 and F.ast C'oker, published 
on Cood Friday 1940, i., concerned \vi~t th.c 
theme of suffering - a theme on \\'h1ch Ll 
focuses by meditating on the icnmcrnorial 
pattern of birth and death \ViLhiu \'·;hich 
.spiritual perception is auaincd. lt i!\ this 
pattern? csp<"cially associated with chr: elcn1~t 
of th~ earth, \vhich may contemplate !>till 
tndav ;n rhe open fields in w hich fat11t 
C::okcr Ii..,, in the impassiV<: grey stone of ics 
houses. It is in these fields th"c F.liot imagines 
the recurrence of hUUli.1n lO'w-e keeping time 
v.;th the rhythms of the eanh: 
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'Rustically solemn or in rustic laughter 
Lifting heavy feet in clumsy shoes 
Earth feet, loan feet, lifted in country mirth 
Mirth of those long since under earth 
Nourishing the corn' 

Again, it is in this stone that Eliot saw 
figured a pattern of dead and living, a 
pattern disclosing a spiritual mystery. 

'A lifetime burning in every moment 
And not the lifetime of one man only 
But of old stones that cannot be 
deciphered.' 

I suggested above that one's initial 
reaction to East Coker may be to sense 
something contrived. But the renewed under
standing of East Coker the poem which it 
induces enables one to see that the reality 
of the place and the art of the poem have 
truly been fused by the gentle poet for whom 
the plain memoral plaque in St. Michael's 
church bids us pray. 

R. G. Patterson 

Smoke rises on grey 
cloud-hung mornings 

No flames in the dustbin 
just glowing embers, heavy with waste 

Smoke rises on walls 
upwards spreading to be lost on roofs 

Smoke rises on mornings 
stinging my eyes 
burning my throat 
obscuring my vision 
dissolving my hope. 

N.F.T. 
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Sher borne 
Chapels 
and 
Chancels 

Most of those Shirburnians that spend 
their weekends exploring the countryside 
will already know that to clamber onto 
your muddy bicycle and ride where the 
wind takes you ends without fail in having 
your misspelt surname scratched into a 
gamekeeper's notebook. You can often find 
yourself on the point of drawing the attention 
of a friendly looking local to a fabulously 
plump pheasant in the undergrowth when 
he announces his profession. The ensuing 
fray with your housemaster (who has 
received a polite note) can be avoided by 
choosing a small village as a goal for your 
weekend ramble. Many of these contain 
chapels and chancels of varying ages (though 
mostly built by Independent sects) and a 
visit to one always enhances your excursion. 
Three of these small chapels are particularly 
worth a visit on such an occasion. 

St. Cuthbert' s 
Chancel 
Oborne 

As the A3o climbs out of Oborne, tucked 
away modestly on the right is St. Cuthbert's 
Chancel, a tiny and charming building 
surrounded by chicken runs and an unkempt 
graveyard, in a world of its own. Having 
negotiated the dogs that guard the farm
house where the key is kept you find inside 
the collapsing pulpit and rickety pews, 
supported by bundles of newspapers, but 
this decrepit state and the musty smell lend 
it a wonderfully peaceful yet living atmos
phere. 

At the end of the lane that runs from 
Oborne to Poyntington is the more intact, 
though much older, fourteenth century 
church with its steep sloping graveyard. It 
leaves a long lasting impression on you - I 
still vividly remember tracing the gutter as 
a member of the Prep. School choir singing 
evensong there - as well as being a place 
of great historic interest. 

Further afield is the parish church of 
Bradford Abbas which contains some of the 
most beautiful interior decoration, including 
the font, the rood screen and the elegant 
arches. There are the weatherbeaten remains 
of a fifteenth century cross outside. These 
are just three of a great many such chancels, 
each unique in some way they are all 
worth seeing. 
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The Agora 
The first rays of inspiration came to Delius on one occasion in his garden on an orange 

plantation in Florida; the colours and unique mysterious music of the countryside he loved so 
passionately presented themselves in his imagination in a musical form, in a moment as he sat 
quietly alone. Although Mr. Childs pointed out the improbability of such an event reaching us 
the story serves as an image of the sudden inspiration that this romantic and imaginative com
poser underwent. In a superbly balanced expose that gave us carefully chosen examples, 
enough biographical detail for us to see him in context (without becoming a potted history) 
and Mr. Childs' own appreciation of Delius' work we were given a clear and intriguing initiation 
into his compositions. The vivid imagery and representation of the aspects of the countryside 
that drew him (wind in tall trees, for example) was very striking but only a part of the composer's 
capabilities. 

Thanks to Giles Woolveridge and Richard Bruce-Wilson Mr. Barker is now slightly less 
sceptical about the value of the Impressionists. After a fresh, entertaining and well illustrated 
talk on Renoir they were launched on a defence of the movement generally and of Renoir in 
particular. As a result we enjoyed one of our most stimulating discussions yet with Giles and 
Richard guiding us through 'wet' and 'dry' periods and tracing the effect of the months spent 
in Algeria. If we could claim to have arrived at a conclusion in our defence and attack alike 
(an interminable topic) then it is that Impressionism must not be considered an intellectual 
movement, but as the result of a group of experimenting painters using their freedom (awarded 
them in 1874 by the foundation of the 'Salon des Refuses') and painting to please themselves, 
in brief. 

The recital of Baroque Music given by David Tomson, Brian Schiele, Mr. Davies, Vicky 
Wilson and Daniel Lloyd, was an adventurous plan, excused by the fact that it marked The 
Agora's first birthday. It was a concert of varying Baroque pieces for different combinations of 
oboe, violin, flute and piano, accompanied by a lucid and well read paper by Stephen Matthews 
that discussed the period and styles generally and the composers whose works were played 
(Quantz, Bach and Handel) more specifically. Musically it was of an impeccable standard, 
because the players treated the meeting as an official concert, and they achieved the correct 
balance between paper and example. 

I was particularly pleased so many members of the girls' school were there; I hope it will 
encourage them to come to future meetings. Thanks must go first to Mr. Brown for the use of 
the room and the coffee and to all those that took part in the Society. 

Honorary Secretary 
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The Wildman 
After a considerable amount of difficulty in choosing evenings to avoid clashing with other 

societies the committee decided there was only room for two meetings this term. 

The first of these was held in the 0.S.R., and the motion 'This House believes that the 
dangers of the British Nuclear Power Programme outweigh its advantages' was debated. The 
motion was proposed by Paul Abel and Brian Schiele, and apposed by David Bryant and 
Andrew Neubauer and an exciting debate in which the floor-speeches played a significant part 
was decided in favour of the proposition by the chairman's casting vote. 

The second meeting was held in the luxurious setting of the Lower Library, and very well 
attended. The motion 'This House has no confidence in the present Prefectorial system' was 
proposed by ].J.B. and Bill Cuthbert and approved by R.S.G. and Greg Jackson. This debate 
was dominated less from the floor than the previous meeting, and almost all the speeches made 
were in favour of the motion. The result was, however, a decisive 27-14 defeat for the motion
suggesting perhaps an unwillingness on the part of many to defend the system verbally rather 
than manually. 

Two stimulating and well-debated meetings then. 
Nick Thorpe, Honorary Secretary 

The Globe 
After a fallow summer, we met once more during the \'\'inter Term, blessed with 15 new 

members out of a total of 24. Therefore the first two meetings-both improvisations, one on 
the theme of 'Freedom and/or Conscience' and the second concerned with the interpretation of 
newspaper cuttings from the '\Vestern Gazette'-were possibly more useful as a means through 
which members could get to know one another. \Ve closed the society's events for that term by 
going to see 'Taste of Honey' by Shelagh Delaney, an outing very much enjoyed by all. 

In the Lent Term we were visited by two members of the '\Vord and Action' drama group, 
who by getting us to participate in various 'experiments', showed us where they felt the value 
of 'Theatre in the Round' lay and in what way this medium was related to society. If not 
convincing, this was at least an interesting idea which provoked much debate afterwards. Our 
only other activity during that term was an outing to sec 'Love's Labour's Lost' at the Old 
Vic. This was also most enjoyable, many not having realised that Shakespeare could be so 
funny! 

Many thanks to P.M.H.\V., to the members of the Girls' School who so patiently helped 
arrange meetings and to the member of School House who so diligently dealt with any remaining 
sandwiches and biscuits. 

N. Colfer, Honorary Secretary 

The Science Society 
Next term it is hoped that the inaugural meeting of a new science society will be held. 

This will come as a result of a feeling which is prevalent in the school at the moment, namely 
that there is no society which aims its talks at the chemist or physical scientist. 

At present it is headed by a committee of boys under the guidance of G.H.J.F., consisting 
of Andrew Neubauer, David Tomson, Roger Robotham and Dermot Turing. Our objective is 
to invite speakers of various backgrounds to give lectures of interest to the keen scientist. There
fore, membership will be for those who arc interested in science, though not necessarily academic 
geniuses. A balance of lectures will be kept, covering a wide range of subjects, not all with 
immediate application to school work. 

\Ve expect to work on a thrice-termly basis as from September. The dates will be chosen 
so as to avoid as many clashes with other societies as possible. Time will dictate whether the 
society will be a success; with luck and hard work, that is what we shall try to make it. 

Dermot Turing, Honorary Secretary 
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It is a refreshing thought that the society boasting the largest membership is concerned 
with classical music. It is even more encouraging that once again Gramsoc membership rose, 
nearing the strategic 250 mark. That this club has more devotees than the James Bond and 
Alistair Maclean showing Film club is either a tribute to the dynamic driving force of P.J.W., 
or possibly to the inefficiency of those who should be checking tickets at the film society door. 

The first meeting of term was ambiguously entitled 'Smash hits; these you have hated'. It 
took the form of select members of staff disposing of their most unfavourite record. Memorable 
performances included Michael Morton 'mushing' his disc, Eileen Heseltine hurling her one 
out of the window, and Mrs. Webb eating 'Bolero', which is not an exotic Italian dish but the 
most nausea-creating piece of music ever written. Between these assaults was interspersed a quiz. 

The next gathering got under way with Petronella Macnaghten distributing with predict
able verve the quiz prizes; Simon McCoy won the fifth form prize, and has since told everyone. 
The actual meeting was on the life and loves of Felix Mendelssohn, and was presented by 
Christine Hatch and Patsy Mitchell-Innes, who deserve praise for some highly emotive, if not 
at times lustrous, reading. The final meeting was a complete contrast to its vigorous predecessors. 
It was basically a recital of records played on two thousand pounds worth of equipment, and it 
certainly sounded like it. 

Finally, on behalf of all the Gramsoc members, I would like to thank all the participants, 
musicians, presenters, destructors, and committees; two special thank-yous go to Mr. Brown 
and Mr. Mitchell, who through their modesty are easily forgotten. 

The Gramophone 
Society 

The Art Society 
Despite the popular belief that the present proliferation of extra-curricular activities leads 

to poor audiences, the Art Society has enjoyed good attendances for both this term and the 
last. In this respect, both the high standard of lectures and our recent union with the Girls' 
School have helped to boost the Society's appeal. 

Sqdn. Ldr. Rush's talk on Beilby Glass began the Society's academic year, where he 
related the growth of the Beil by family to the increasingly scientific approach to the manufacture 
of glass. His superb illustrations of both the glasses themselves and contemporary prints of 
Newcastle gave a highly graphic appraisal of the Beilby's Art. 

Joan Hassall's lecture on Thomas Bewich perpetuated the high standard that Sqdn. Ldr. 
Rush had set, and amiably set the scene for Victor Stok's lecture the following term. Victor 
Stok applied his vast and diverse knowledge of the subject to the topic of Cubism. This lecture, 
part of a series run by the Bristol University faculty, elucidated the complex relationship of the 
cubist style with the work of Cezanne, comparing the structuralism and ideas of the latter with 
the works of Braque and Picasso in the early Cubist period. His development of colour and its 
uses also helped provide a logical basis upon which the Cubists' work was built. 

The last lecture of this term given by Mike Campbell O.S. on John Martin's engravings 
was beautifully illustrated and well explained, its interest being enhanced by Mike Campbell's 
knowledge of the production of prints. The Ashendean, the Pompeii exhibition, the Tate and 
the Arts Council films on Bruton all featured in the Society's calendar as well as exhibitions of 
photographs, ceramics and water colours in the 0.M.S. We intend to visit Southampton Art 
Gallery some time in the near future. 

A. Neubauer, Honorary Secretary 
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The Green Ribbon 
After the frivolities of the pre-Christmas Victorian fancy dress evening, which will be best 

remembered for Tom Pierpont's efforts to make Kipling turn in his grave, this term has seen 
the club touch on more serious topics. We have been lucky enough to have had papers from 
three very eminent historians, and one of not such distinction. 

The first paper was given by Dr. John Roberts of Merton College, Oxford, the author of a 
very well reviewed book of enormous proportions called 'The History of the World'. Supposed! y 
he was speaking on 'Continuity and Discontinuity in Revolution' although he admitted that 
this title was a bit fanciful, and analysed the French Revolution, putting forward the point of 
view that it was a continuous process as opposed to one in which there was any sudden change. 

The second paper was from the secretary on the subject of 'Byron and his involvement 
with Greek Independence'. This was well received, if I may say so myself, but Mr. Barker did 
his best to knock holes through the arguments put forward regarding the influence of the 
Romantic movement. Whether he succeeded or not in doing so is a matter of opinion. 

After half term we were visited by Dr. F. L. Mather of Southampton University who is an 
authority on Chartism and Nineteenth century economic history. Called 'Feudalism in the 
Mines', his paper dealt with the industrial community of Worsley and the relationship that 
existed there between the working class mining community and Francis Egerton, the Earl of 
Ellesmere. 

Finally, the Rev. V. H. H. Green of Lincoln College, Oxford, came to talk onJohn Wesley. 
He is well known for his books on Renaissance and Medieval History, although Mr. Barker 
said his greatest claim to fame was that he was a former housemaster of Elmdene ! 

All in all we have been very fortunate to get such distinguished outside speakers, and all 
thanks to J.J.B. for organising such worthwhile evenings. 

Julian Thomas, Honorary Secretary 

Les Philosophes 
The Society concerned itself this term with the factors which, on one level or another, 

influence our decisions. 
We began with a paper sketching Karl Popper's arguments against historicism. The 

historicist confuses scientific prediction with historical prophecy, imagining that he has dis
covered immutable laws of destiny which alone can be the basis for social action. Popper views 
such an attitude, which he finds present in Plato as well as in the historical philosophers of 
Marxism and Fascism, as a serious threat to democratic social reform. It rests on a confusion 
between the laws of nature and the laws created by human beings; and Popper contends that 
we shall never live in an 'open society' where man's critical faculties are liberated until we rid 
ourselves of this confusion and its attendant Utopian schemes, and responsibly adapt a scientific 
or 'piecemeal' policy of social change. 

Brad Rowe examined the role of depth psychology in the manipulation of the consumer in 
politics, industrial and public relations, and fund-raising. Advertising strikes below the level of 
awareness, building self-images, manipulating anxieties and fears, offering symbolic sexual 
gratification and implanting desires in children. In politics, image-building helps to distract 
voters from the emptiness of a candidate's political philosophy. It creates a climate of economic 
optimism with increased credit buying and higher G.N.P. It seems that Our Ford is alive and 
well, though one Sherborne history master recently speculated that Britain may soon start a 
worldwide trend by throwing off his shackles. 

Finally, we heard a stimulating paper by ::\Ir. Higginbottom on decision-making. The 
most common model of a decision-making situation is the Rational Acto-model where we place 
ourselves in the decision-maker's position and try to determine how his actual decision follows 
from our assumption about his objective. A second is the Organisational Theory model which 
assumes that problems will be attacked in different ways by groups with conflicting priorities 
and attempts to provide each group with maximum satisfaction rather than to find any absolute 
solution. Related to this is the political model. Mr. Higginbottom applied these models to the 
Cuba Missile Crisis of 1962, showing the inadequacy of the Rational Acto-model in explaining 
it: America and Russia did not avoid nuclear war simply because they calculated the destruction 
that would result. He asks, 'Where does this leave the Nuclear Deterrent?'. 

Our thanks to Mr. Glen for his gracious hospitality and his invaluable moderation of our 
discussions. 

John MeVity, Honorary Secretary 
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lectures 
In such a short term as this, with so many concerts and plays, the time for lectures was 

obviously short. The number was further reduced by the cancellation of Stuart Keen's 'The 
Shape of Things to Come', through illness, and of Dr. F. 0. Albrecht's 'French Resistance', 
mainly due to the activities of 0.S. weekend. 

The first lecture that did actually occur was by George Spencer on 'Ethiopia'. This was a 
fascinating travelogue based on his own voyage through the more remote parts of the country, 
undergoing considerable hardships in the process. Illustrated with his own copious slides, the 
talk was both interesting and informative. 

Paul Silk took us on a rather light-hearted romp through the House of Commons, inter
spersing his factual comments with anecdotes of varying degrees of relevance. Nevertheless, 
some serious and valuable discussion was made at the end of the lecture with the inevitable 
civil service bearing its usual blows. 

Ivon Scott's lecture on the Spanish Guitar was rather marred by the rustling of papers in 
the gallery, but was nonetheless well presented and worthwhile. His playing was skilful for his 
class. 

The S.Y.C.O.S.S. lecture on Alcoholics Anonymous provided a sobering insight into the 
problems of alcoholism both as a social and personal problem, from the viewpoint of some 
addicts themselves. Such problems as the lack of experience and knowledge in the medical 
profession of dealing with alcoholism were outlined. 

The lower 6th historians attended a symposium on N.A.T.O. at Canford, which lasted 
most of the day, and was not the rather jingoistic approach that we might have expected. 

Thanks as always to R.A.H. for once again providing such a varied and well-informed 
programme. 

Simon Tuke 

Poverty 
'I've worked myself up from nothing to a state of extreme poverty.' (Groucho Marx) 
It is all very well for someone in Marx's situation to make such a remark, though perhaps that is an all
too-easy accusation. At least its humour kills its perversity unlike ... 
'Do you call poverty a crime? 
The worst of all crimes. All the other crimes are virtues beside it.' (George Bernard Shaw) 
and even . .. 
'Undeserving poverty is my line. Taking one station in society with another, it's-it's-well it's 
the only one that has any ginger on it, to my taste." (G.B.S.) 
Perhaps, though, we can be encouraged to forgive that because ... 
'Poverty, 
is no disgrace to a man, 
but it is confoundedly inconvenient.' (Rev. Sidney Smith) 
Not that poverty only strikes the poor ... 
'Our poverty then, signified that we were no longer allowed to throw down pennies, done up 
in screws of paper, to the conductors of German bands.' (Edith Sitwell) 
It contains, of course-like all horrors-a ready appeal ... 
'Our purpose is not to buy friends or hire allies. 
Our purpose is to defeat poverty.' (J. F. Kennedy) 
Yet it transcends all time and it is equally true now as it was then that 
'any man was rich 
that was not as poor 

as the poorest.' (D. H. Lawrence) 
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Sherborne 
Old 
Castle 

As the London train rattles and chimes 
its way through \Vessex, field after field with 
their furtive foxes it is the dominating, 
serene and immortal, though crumbling, 
Old Castle that first tells me I am back in 
Sherborne. I deliberately avoid the evening, 
school train with its inevitable atmosphere of 
dull expectancy for the next fourteen weeks, 
just to be greeted by the Castle rather than a 
few uncertain, faltering platform lights loom
ing out of the gloom. 

Despite its growing importance, Sher
borne retains a somewhat parochial nature 
(the aspect that helps give it its charm) that 
almost enforces the outdoor Shirburnian to 
identify with, or at least favour, some 
particular part. One example is the Castle. 
Although very close to the town it is still 
somewhere to escape to because within the 
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disintegrating walls there is an atmosphere 
to be found nowhere else in Sherborne, if 
anywhere. Therefore it is often the target 
of a summer evening walk, when it is at its 
most beautiful, tinted by the reliable sunset 
that is always seen so clearly from that 
point in the summer. At the very mention 
of the word "Sherborne" I think immediately 
of the path that runs from the edge of the 
keep, over a crumbling wall and then along 
it to a rusty gate (one is never quite sure 
whether or not one is trespassing on that 
estate). All the time the figure of the Castle 
rises above the line of the trees, as if in 
competition with the ghostly image of the 
New Castle, floating over its shadowy lake. 
The Keeper of the Old Castle describes the 
New one as "the semi-detached over the 
way". 

Every Shirburnian has at least a vague 
impression of the Old Castle, and each 
attaches his own value to it. My impressions 
are given, not because they are necessarily 
the right ones but because an exchange of 
ideas enables us to look at something in a 
new light and it is things like the Castle 
that will remain in our minds long after we 
have left Sherborne if we appreciate them 
enough whilst we can. 
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The History of the Castle is long and 
complicated though intriguing. It was built 
in the thirty-one years between I rn7 and 
r r 38 by Roger de Ca en who was then both 
Bishop of Salisbury and Chancellor of 
England, though the offices did him little 
good. The King, Henry I, being also the 
Duke of Xormandy spent a lot of time in his 
Duchy defending it and Roger was soon 
appointed J usticiar with the result that he 
was King in all but name whilst Henry was 
abroad. It would appear (though from the 
unsympathetic writings of "'illiam of 
Malmesbury) that Roger wallowed in his 
power and liked to build castles such as 
Sherborne to manifest it (for he also built 
at Old Sarum, Devizes and ~falmesburY, 

the latter explaining William's lack i:>f 
sympathy). Unfortunately for Roger, on the 
King's death .Matilda, Henry's daughter, 
and Stephen, her cousin, struggled for the 
throne. Roger's powerful position meant he 
lasted for only a short time in this feud. 
Stephen took the castle and it remained in 
royal hands for a long time to come. Having 
spent so long building it, Roger lost Sher
borne a year after its completion. 

A map of the castle showing existing walls and 
those still under excavation. 

During the two centuries of royal 
ownership the defences were improved 
substantially, it was used as a royal residence 
occasionally and also as a prison, whose 
distinguished guests included the son of 
Simon de Montfort, and various \Vclsh and 
even Scottish nobles. Amongst other improve
ments a fireplace was made in the Queen's 
bedroom and some repairs were made after 
an earthquake in r275 which amounted to 
the overwhelming cost of £40. It finally 
left royal hands when Edward III gave it to 
William :\fontacute, Earl of Salisbury. 
However, Bishop Robert Wyville ofSalislmry, 
on his succession, accused the Earl of 
wrongful possession of the Castle which he 
claimed to be church property. The matter 
was to be settled bv a duel between two 
champions but ever1tually by the Bishop 
paying the Earl £ r ,600 and a smaller sum 
to the King. In Salisbury Cathedral a 
pictorial brass plaque commemorates this 
event of I 354. 
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The castle remained a part of the See 
of Salisbury until 1592 when Elizabeth I 
forced the current Bishop (Coldwell) to 
leave it to her favourite, Sir Walter Raleigh 
who was then Captain of the Guard. After 
a few attempts to make the ancient castle 
habitable, a bit of knockng down and 
rebuilding, Raleigh abandoned the idea 
and built Sherborne Lodge just to the South, 
instead. Nevertheless the Old Castle remained 
in Raleigh's possession until his fall on the 
succession of James I, when it was given to 
the Prince of Wales. Clearly Raleigh loved 
Sherborne despite his court activities. His 
last letter to his wife, shortly before his 
execution, said "Beg my dead body, which 
living was denied you, and lay it at Sherborne 
if the land continue, or in Exeter Church, by 
my father and mother." The land did not 
continue, and Raleigh is buried in Exeter. 
On the Prince's death it was given to Robert 
Carr (a court favourite) and on his disgrace 
it was bought for £rn,ooo by Sir John 
Digby. Although uninhabitable during this 
period of rapid changing of hands it was 
still more or less in one piece, for it was the 
Civil War that reduced it to its ruinous state. 

It was besieged twice by the Round-

heads, in 1642 and 1645. The latter, led by 
Cromwell and Fairfax, lasted sixteen days -
the troops took time off only to carve their 
names in the Old Schoolroom. On its 
surrender the stones were used for building 
elsewhere. Cromwell saw the Castle and 
Digby (an advisor to the King) in much the 
same light, describing them both as "Mali
cious and Mischievous". The actual engineer
ing of the defence of the Castle was carried 
out by Sir Lewis Dyves, a half-brother of 
Lord Digby, who appears to have been an 
adventurous and romantic figure. He once 
escaped from prison, under the surveillance 
of six l\foskcteers, by jumping· from a 
second storey window into the Thames on 
a cold winter night. It marked his fifth 
escape from prison. Like all true heroes he 
once narrowly escaped death by a bullet 
being deflected by some gold coins he was 
carrying in his breast pocket. 

The Castle remained in the Digby 
family until fairly recently when it was 
handed over to the Ministry of Public 
Buildings and Works to be kept as a national 
monument. Its intricate and extended historv 
is well credible when you look at the weary 
weatherbeaten form that maintains its domi
nating air merely by virtue of its position. 

25 
It sits on a slight knoll overlooking 

marshy ground to the North and East to 
ensure that Cromwell and his type got 
muddy knees if nothing else. It is surrounded 
by a still impressive ditch, cut into solid rock 
on the South side. The novelty of the West, 
is a line of bastioned earthwork, erected 
against the seige of the Civil War. By far the 
most intact and, to my mind, impressive 
single piece is the South-West Gatehouse 
which dates from the twelfth century basically 
although the windows and chimney stack 
are more recent. The most complete parts 
of the curtain wall ajoin this gate. The 
North Gatehouse is at present under excava
tion. 

The bailev covers three and a half 
acres and the r~mains of the main buildings 
are in the centre, grouped around a small 
courtyard with a covered cloister. For its 
period the building is fairly compact and 
although a lot has fallen down it can be 
seen from what still stands that the decora
tion of the walls was extensive. The North 
range contained the chapel and there are 
the remains of a small staircase also. The 
main staircase, leading from the courtyard 
and the lodging area was in the \Vest range. 
Little remains of the East range except a row 
of three windows that arc fairlv intact and 
the South was demolished in' about the 
Sixteenth century; it contained the Great 
Hall and possibly the kitchen range since 
there is a well just to the South-East. Even 
now the ruins retain a unity and a charm, 
particularly m the courtyard, that arc 
immortal. 



Despite this history and description it 
may still be asked; where is the charm in a 
heap of crumbling rubble? The houses 
destroyed in the \Vorld Wars have come 
down, why is this wreck, of even longer 
standing, left as it is? Why is there such a 
frenzy over the new excavations at the North 
and North-East gates? 

All these questions answer themselves 
I think, when you get to know the Castle 
and its grounds fairly well. The first time 
you see it, it is a rather awe-inspiring 
monster, but that is about it. The more 
often you go the more sensitive you become 
to its fragile atmosphere communicated 
through immortal stone. 

It is interesting to note that people 
generally, and particularly the English, are 
growing more and more aware of such 
monuments as this. The annual number of 
v1s1tors is increasing at every National 
Monument without exception. It could be 
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the result of an increasing pride in our 
heritage as we face less romantic and liberal 
days ourselves, though that does not account 
for the same trend on the continent. It could 
be the result of a will to identify with the 
past through fear of the fast moving present. 

Far more likely, I think, the interest 
in such a monument is that it is something 
stable and immortal that transcends all ages 
and therefore can act as a yardstick by which 
we can measure ourselves. More and more 
people are discovering this. It is this con
stancy and reliability that gives the Castle 
its charm. Although describing the physical 
aspect originally, the words of a traveller 
called Leland still describes the atmosphere 
of the castle superbly for it has lost nothing 
of it in eight hundred and fifty years: 

"There be few pieces of work in England 
of the antiquitie of that this standeth so 
whole and well couched" 

G.H.R.T. 

Drawings by Merlin Lewis 
Mark Lillingston.Price and 

Charles Foster.Hall 
Water colour by S Alken 
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One view of the New General Studies Scheme 
'Is there anyone called Thomas here?' 

It is the first Monday afternoon of Michaelmas Term 1976, and M.M.W. gets no response 

to the above question; the person at whom it is directed is presumably, and understandably, 
distracted by something more novel than having a lesson for the first time with M.M.W. 

'Thomas, male or female? I don't mind which.' 

This, again understandably, succeeded in provoking an answer. Now, two terms on from 
this interesting introduction, perhaps it is time for a comment on General Studies. 

You do not have to go back very far to find the time when even so much as an exchange 
of words with a member of the other august educational establishment in question could result 
in being descended upon by a battle-axe of a housemistress, and beaten by an unsympathetic 
housemaster. Now, in the progressive, dare I say permissive, 'seventies there is no place for 
such prudish attitudes. If co-education is what people want today, and it would appear that it 
is, then presumably it is in the interests of both the boys' and girls' schools to fulfill demands. 

However, we may decide that co-education is necessary, but have we got it right? Are six 
lessons a week of General Studies the right balance? Despite rumours to the contrary, no 
decision has been made about extending joint lessons to other subjects or lower years. In my 
opinion, there can be no case for extending the co-educational system to cover any other areas, 
with the exception of art and modern languages other than French and German. I do not 
wish for one moment to insinuate that the teaching staff at the Girls' School are not every bit 
as good as ours, but one question must be asked, namely, in what way does this school stand to 
benefit through extending the alliance with the Girls' School? 

If we are not going to extend the joint system should changes be made in the current one? 
It has already been decided that, as from September, there will only be four General Studies 
periods a week, the other two being given up to Lectures and group tutorials, the latter pre
sumably being something along the lines of a scaled-down version of the Oxbridge Circus. I 
welcome this move, but how are we going to solve the hardest problem of all, that of people's 
attitudes? General Studies are not taken seriously, as can be judged from the variety of funny 
stories about them and people's comments. 

If attitudes are to change, then those in the sets must be convinced that the course they are 
in is of direct relevance to 'A' level subjects. In the wake of last year's Oxbridge results, the 
phrase 'intellectual curiosity' has been used almost indiscriminately, yet I propose to use it 
once more. The principal aim of those teaching General Studies should be to arouse such 
curiosity. Of course some will retort that this is an aspect of education that should be completely 
left to the individual, and that if someone is not developing 'intellectual curiosity' then it is 
because he is wasting or not organising his time. 

It is easy to be idealistic about it, but would it not be better to be helped along, especially 
as there are now more extra-curricular activities, and therefore more distractions, than ever 
before? Anyone doing the Arts subjects, for example, is surely wasting his time doing computing. 
For people to get anything out of a course, they must put sufficient effort in, and this will only 
be done if they think it is worthwhile. 

Please do not misunderstand me. I thoroughly enjoy General Studies lessons, and Monday 
and Friday afternoons now seem to pass much quicker than they ever used to. Doubtless 
umbrage will be taken over some of these comments, be it by the Girls' School authorities, 
those who teach computing or those who think I ought to know better than to advocate basing 
all work around 'A' level subjects. Do not take offence, none is meant. All I hope to achieve 
here is to raise the question that at a time when pupils are criticised for failing to organise their 
time, are we actually making the best use of the time given up to General Studies? 

Julian Thomas 



The tc:rm .~•artetl \\·llh a llurry of letrer.; about the ne\"' J.C:.R. regulations. Tht.- general 
rccli11g w;" thal 1he bnd Oxbridge n:sulls we~ lo he blamed for thi<; indeed lnicr in The lerm" 
very interesting del>ate ensued nboul SherbrJrnc'.s intellectual apathy. ~otable: <:ontr-ihu.tors to 
thh were Simon Keah\e-F.\liou, who sug~ . .icd 1h"t the school did not stimulate a working 
~uno:spher-e~ a.nd Sin1on Tnke, , ... ho lnitially poinletl oul tht' lack of 'intc11ectual curiosity'. 

• .:\.-. is r.u~tomar}\ we outlined hov.• v.•e intended the l\"'t.-v.·.~bo;1rtl to he J"un, ~ln<l poster$ 
de.signed hy William LcCall"is w<:rc liberally distributed around th~ $chool buildings, alliter
;.tivdy encuuragi11g people tD c:untributc. Apart from the mual hockey, lecture and concert 
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graphs and an exciting inside ~tory \ .. ·riucn hy our praclicaJ joke: df.'J)ar•mcnc. 
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leclual apathy, Ho,vever·, :sev~r~d lettcr'i :>uch a$ lhos~ frorn Dill Day , .. •ere \\·ell \\"Orlh re.adhlg. 
\\!e al$0 a(;hiev~d one of O\•r airn:; v.•lu.:n V.'P. r·ec~\vc<l rt'tters from rncrnher.s of .staff: \VC a1·~ 

gr·aiefhl lo A.F..R., .J.J.B., .J.R.G.R.,J.8.M. and R.<:.P. for l;\king the \rouhle 10 read Newshoard 
nnd \vrite lo jt. ()d1cr contrjburors ti'o1n the stntfv.•e:J"e P.?i.•f.\·\'. v.·ith hl~ Dinjng-Hall rTJinutc.s, 
_.t\..D.C.~ nnd J!..B •• '\gain \\"C , ... ould like to ~xpre:s.s our opinjon that ma~ter,:boy r~Jation.i;; a1·e too 
:>trained at Sherbornlj---(Jnc.· \vay of overcoming •hi.s i.s Lhrough Nc\ .. ·sboard, because l\-cv. .. ~boni·d 
ls a rr1cc.liun1 thr·ough v.·hich et~;.'tiri!!' can cxpres$ their opinions. 

\·Ve r~4.:eivf.'tl $evf.'ra 1 contrll>otion:s fr·o1n. the Jov.•er 'ichool, if not ~l.s 1na.ny a.:s v.·e \\·ould have 
liked. There v.·as a[$O ;i s.preat.l or j)hotogr;1phs on • he $<.;h()I)[ crO'i:>-count•">' r·ar.e a.r\t.I the \·Vc.·st 
Mill m.tora1ion lhnd walk . 

• !\rlislically 1 News board v.·a.~ •hi.~ te.-m quite a succe.~s. \\ljrhour having co use cotnpt.-•jtions 
a.s a stimulanl, \VC received several <:ontributions of ~l high standard ffo1n nlember.~ of the ~<.:hool. 
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unu.sual nature, and the cxphu1atory notes \Yritt~n h)· the artist , ... Jrich acco1npanied tlte picture.~. 
Rut a Lh~nk-you a n)·v.·~l ). lo aJI thos.e , ... ho tr·icd. 
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hirhc(to untnenlioned r:onrrib1nors; and R.C.P. for his help and rc~u1·ajning hand throughout. 
the tc(m. Simon 'l'uke, D~1vid 'l'omson; and 

Dcr1not 'l'uriug 

News board 

The Editor's 
Report 
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Haiku - Mist 
FISHI~G VESSEL 
Seagull mist descends 
Upon the feathered calm 
of opal depths. 

THE CHll\I~EY 
Lonely sentinel 
Cavalierly aslant 
Shrouded by the mist. 

]. Burgess 

A Tribute to Millet 
The peasants stoop 
0\Tr soil, 
At which they scratch and scrape 
\Vith no reward; 
Their sole possession is 
Poverty. 

Povcrtv which makes 
Each action, each thought 
A necessity. 

Thcv arc like beasts, 
\'ct 'thcv have no freedom. 
Being l)ound to the land . 
In perpetual toil. 

Grime encrusted, 
Shadow eyed, 
They cling to 
The nadir of existence. 

I\Ierlin Lewis 



BROAD OAK 
DlRTY GATE 

'Die Tur von Tschernobog' 
The violent contrast of light throws itself down, 
Clothing the dark, quiet nakedness of the churchyard 
With a royal gold. 
Above, the scene is crowned with a spire, 
Initially unobserved, 
But perpetually guarding its domain, 
An eerie presence. 

The fog surreptitiously swirls, 
Enveloping, revealing. 
Through it, faintly, comes the wail of music. 
Over the slow-motion sea of uncut grass, 
It undulates and screams-
The noise is a wave in its medium of lively lifelessness. 

Strangely, slowly, unnoticeably, mutations occur. 
That, once an apse, is made a tomb
Cross-covered coffin carrier, 
11ad memento of man's inability to be memorable. 
The robe of gold has been transformed, 
Now it is a seething central lake of icy silver mud. 

Stonily wooden the church rises thence, cold and forbidding. 
Unapproachable, it welcomes. 
Fear freezes the innocent onlooker, 
Paralysis stretches its fingers around its victim, 
Gently pulling him nearer to total submission. 
He is drawn, silently soulless 
Towards the gaping louvres, 
Stared down upon, in the cold grey veil of steam. 

Unification. 
It, no longer 'he', produces light: 
A glimmer in the ghastly brazen mire, 
Lit from all directions, fascinatingly frightening. 
The cold flame devours its material fuel. 
Sighing, the frozen steam leaves its body 
To be another shroud amongst the fallen marbles, 
A pattern of shadows in the endless darkness. 

J. Dermot Turing 

'Die Tur van Tsclzernobog' can be translated as 'Satan's Gate'. The idea for the poem came from 
Afussorgsky's/Rims!:y-Korsakov's '.Night on the Bare 1\fountain', during which there is afestival ef witches, 
and 'Tschernobog' or the 'black god of Slavonic mythology' ajl/1cars and performs obscene rites. Unlike the 
music, however, the poem ends in disaster, with tlze observer being swallowed by the chaotic existence. 
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Songs 
Storm clouds hanging on my mind; 
and phrases sprung 
from texts of beauty 
barred by faltering tongue. 
Music and expressions 
of mystic sweet communion 
uncoupled by their own ecstatic presence. 
For such unique refinement, 
which wells from distant sources, 
is difficult for me to comprehend. 
Mind tussles with itself 
to keep note and word from straying 
and at last to ink them down on heavy paper. 
Chords of individuals 
escape from human cages 
to be played to a blind uncaring public. 
Anarchistic beauty 
which ran circles round my brain 
serves to penetrate and smooth clown other minds. 

Anthony Lane 

hile, the yorath leans upon earlier morns 
Vithin which gladed bananas resplcndour in framed fishtanks 
nto five hundred unnamed corpuscles, run sheds 
nd dogs of different horsepower. 
as a mere doorpost, but reading gears from whom 

1mctunnels arc excavated posthumously. 
not desktops; \Vallpaper glistens when sat upon. 
at in order to understand fruitbowls on heat 
ampshades mutate, with automatic dishwashers, 
ld the starry chimneypots reside hoards 
if bedraggled postcards, 
h, when illuminated produce yards of cotton. 
arc you?' he demands, when confronted with a 

rnndrcdweight of lightbulbs with wigs on 
\.NSWER .... What has happened? 

George Hosford 

\, 

You've got to draw the line somewhere? 
Outside the school playground 
evening is among the screaming prams mothers chat and perfume 
waiting. 

Double yellow kerblincs warding off 
the cars of the apocalypse, 
and on the surface tarmac playground hardness 
expectant, 
the rectangles circles painted dictate 
other limits 
frustrations and bloody knees. 

Tears fall on the school playground 
teaching stumbles blackboard covers children changing into adults 
and only the lines linger on. 

In the darkness worried voices asking 
when will the lollypop man arrive? 

Nick Thorpe 
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Poem to Industrial man after Ferlinghetti 
Walking through a street of yours tonight 

a neon can-lined sink of suburb 
sadness 

where leaden distance seems to separate 
your victims from each other and 
them selves 

amigo 

I longed to embrace forgive you for your chaos 
but found your mouth was caked 

with silence 

'Pebble Holiday' 
An incessant jingle of tourists' tuberculoid coins, 

is pushed deep within the diseased confines of gloomy pockets
a rattle as empty pods 
upon a dry August breeze. 

The perspirous wind, delicate sweaty fragrance. 
Rotting fish thrown high upon white sands 

lulled by the gentle lapping of sparkling oceans 
that tug idly at the green strands of sea-weed 
Clinging to resilient rocks. 

The sky's poisonous glare stabs deep into 
painful recesses of the skull. 

Seagulls high upon rising thermals. 
Ice cream dribbles from fractured cornets. 

'Barefoot to Delphi' and 'Pebble Holiday' 

Richtolcn 

won the Shirburnian Literary Competition prizes. 

eyes with blindness 

Nick Thorpe 
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THE 
ARTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Once again the music department have managed to produce a splendidly varied and 
entertaining term. 'Opera for all' got the season underway with a lively if somewhat sparsely 
cast performance of Strauss' 'Die Fledermaus', and this was followed by an astounding display 
of technical genius by Ruggiero Ricci. Just before half-term Dr. Kershaw presented two most 
entertaining evenings, dealing with the life and times of Sterndale Bennett; it was somewhat 
distressing that so few supported the performers, perhaps excused by the proximity of trial 'O' 
and 'A' levels. Nevertheless those that did go received a thorough and enlightening insight 
into this little-known composer's work (with Sherborne connections) and we are greatly indebted 
to Dr. Kershaw. 

The most interesting section was, as ever, the three informal concerts, which, with many 
thanks to performers such as Roderick Leece and Tom Blach, are becoming progressively more 
informal. The first concert was marred by error-instigating tension, but there were nevertheless 
the handful of brilliant performances that is expected from the grades 7-8 concert. The second 
recital was the intermediate batch, but the occasional performance was well above the billed 
grade, particularly Andrew Leather on the clarinet and A.]. L. Gibson on his violin. The 
third concert, dubbed the 'Toddlers' tea-party', was hosted by Mr. and :Mrs. Barker in Elmdene, 
statistically and atmospherically the most cultured house; the recital matched the charm (and 
humour) of the hosts. Altogether a very encouraging batch of performances, proving the 
'Informal concerts' a very worthwhile and enjoyable institution. 

There was also a pop concert, of sorts, of extraordinary quality given to members of The 
Green by Robert Bazil, Ricky Thomson and Sam Anstice-Brown. Congratulations to them. 
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The Concert Club 

Peter Pears, Tenor and Ossian Ellis, Harp 
The combination of Tenor and Harp is not a common one, though very effective. The 

ease and gracefulness with which Ossian Ellis produced the most rich and beautiful sounds was 
very intriguing; at one point he stopped and explained how he played the soft, bell-like har
monics. \Vhat was also interesting was that Peter Pears has kept his singing voice so long-it 
can not be pretended that he is still at the peak of his career, yet his voice is still strong, if a little 
muted in tone. The programme was a varied one, though predictably Britten was the most 
recurrent name. 

For the first few songs the performers were competing with the Abbey bells which, although 
annoying, were not sufficient to spoil the melodious early seventeenth century song, and was 
passed off later by Ossian Wells. The Faure Impromptu, for solo harp, was fabulously liquid 
and delicate. It displayed the extraordinary versatility of the instrument which in orchestral 
work is often confined to rippling chords admittedly beautiful in themselves but limiting. 

Britten's 'A Birthday Hansel', a cycle of seven songs commissioned by the Queen for the 
Queen Mother's Birthday, was a lively and absorbing work, each song giving its own vivid 
impression of a scene; the most effective being perhaps the skating scene. The Cycle acted as 
an effective contrast to the earlier works; two songs by Handel and three pastoral songs by 
Mozart. The other Britten works were 'New Folk Songs' (written last year) and the Interlude 
from the 'Ceremony of Carols'. In this last the harp's ringing harmonics came into play-to 
represent the approaching choir. A cycle of five songs by Grieg completed the evening-a calm 
and delightful start to the term. 

Opera for All: Die Fledermaus 
Die Fledermaus was first performed in Vienna in 1874 and was poorly received. The plot, 

which satirises society of that day, was unpopular with the Vienna audience, some suggest 
because they were not ready for such a light-hearted work after a dramatic financial trauma. 

The story is basically the revenge of Falke on his friend Eisenstein for having played a 
prank on him which forced Falke to walk for miles home dressed as a bat. Prince Orlovsky 
gives a masked ball and everyone is invited including Eisenstein and his wife, Rosalinda. 
Eisenstein is tempted to flirt with a 'Hungarian Countess', really his wife and this is the revenge. 
The story is complicated by Alfred, Rosalinda's admirer, being mistaken for Eisenstein who 
should have been in prison at the time of the ball and is rather surprised to find his cell occupied 
when he finally surrenders the next morning. In the final scene that takes place in the prison 
everyone admits to their behaviour of the previous night and there is a reconciliation over a 
glass of champagne. 

Not only the singing but the acting too was very convincing. The maid Adele's pretended 
grief (as she claims her aunt is very ill) for example was amusing without being overdone. 
Despite the fact that piano accompaniment is never as effective as an orchestra, there was no 
chorus and it was an abridged form, the players still managed to produce a wonderful atmosphere 
that is one of the most important things in all opera. This was greatly helped by the colourful 
and imaginative stage set and the fact that the singers were never entirely static. An Opera for 
All performance in the Concert Club season guarantees a lively and thoroughly enjoyable 
evening. 

G.H.R.T. 
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Ruggiero Ricci, Violin and Ian Brown, Piano 
With 15 minutes to curtain-up the B.S.R. was packed. Not necessarily by music lovers, 

but by those drawn by the unique prospect of one of the world's greatest violinists giving a 
performance of unparalleled technical genius, not to mention his extraordinary artistry. 

The opening piece was Beethoven's Op. 30, no. 2, the C minor violin sonata. The composer 
was the first to balance the piano and violin parts, making it more a duet than a solo with 
accompaniment. Described by Ernest Walker as 'one of the great masterpieces', it begins 
passionately as indeed it ends, with truly great performances by both Brown and Ricci. The 
third movement, Scherzo, had the dubious honour of being detested by its creator, quite why is 
not certain, as I feel sure it not only blends with, but complements the work. A Prokofiev 
violin sonata followed; written originally as a flute sonata, it was composed during the second 
war, but has no sign of his inner bitterness or outward strife. The first and third movements 
display a gentle lyricism, and in the words of the composer's biographer the second is imbued 
with 'capricious merriment'. 

Then, after the interval, came what was certainly the technical highlight of the evening. 
Ricci is one of the few people who dare perform Paginini's phenomenally difficult Caprices, 
and is the only one who has dared record them. There seems to be little a critic can say about 
one of the world's most brilliant violinists playing the world's most demanding music; if you 
were not there, you missed something. Even if they were written to show off Paginini's skill 
they combine violin playing as an art and as a skill to an exciting pitch. 

Then suddenly the tension broke. Amidst the roars of an ecstatic audience, for an encore 
he played his own arrangement of the National Anthem. At one stage he lifted the bow in the 
air, yet the violin kept on playing; afterwards someone mentioned that he was 'stopping and 
plucking' simultaneously with one hand. 'Vhat a performer, what an evening. 

M.D.H.C. 

l'he Bournemouth Sinfonietta: An Impression 
Five minutes; the promise of the 'Orchestra of the \Vest' has yet to be fulfilled. Fur coats 

bald heads, engrossed in programme reading. Directors of music strut agitatedly past late 
arrivals in their quest for the perfect lighting. 

Switches downed, and a nervous expectancy precedes the obligatory applause, for a 
diminutive ensemble has shyly entered, unmoved by the thought of another night's work for 
one more ignorant audience. Amidst the grey a soloist flourishes on, bows dramatically to 
reluctant hands, and the music starts. 

'Spring has come and the birds greet it with happy songs, and at the same time the streams 
run softly murmuring to the breathing of a gentle breeze. A thunderstorm passes, and finally 
the little birds return to their harmonious song.' \Vords as hackneyed as the music. One 
movement gone, eleven to come; at six I lost count; at eight the terminal toe-tapping and 
programme-rustling erode my concentration, and a hungry wait for light rebuffs the music. 

Interval; hoards to the exit, repelled by the fresh rain drift back against the tide, and with 
a growing density of confused long dresses comes a longing for the calm, quiet and companion
ship of home. Tuning drags the weary back. 

Tchaikovsky, I was told, as the leader returns for his allotted curtain calls. The worn 
depart; they were seen at the concert-what more did they come for? 

Anon. 
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Music Society 
An air of expectancy filled the Abbey, as late arrivers searched for any spare seats there 

might have been; amidst the rustling of 600 programmes, to tumultuous applause Brian Judge 
and Brian Burrows strode in. The first item on the agenda was 'Dies Natalis', a piece for string 
orchestra by Gerald Finzi. It was composed in his inevitable middle period, and had the 
characteristic mark of Finzi's romantic intermediate years. The string harmony, particularly, 
was very melodious and absorbing. It was a very polished and professional performance, 
perhaps because everybody taking part, including the orchestra, under the bow of Ian Davies, 
was a polished professional. Item number two was Beethoven's Choral Fantasia. As usual the 
Mussoc performance was excellent, and despite the juxtaposition with the professionals the 
school orchestra measured up very well. Technically the music was very challenging to such a 
young ensemble, but they carried it off with sparkle and panache. Christopher Knott was 
supreme as the piano soloist, and made a few of the members of the orchestra wonder if they 
were worthy of their place. He captured the contrast between the lilting melodies and thundering 
chords superbly and brought them equally well across in the resonant acoustics of the Abbey. 
Brian Schiele led sometimes timid (though generally improving) strings, never less than loud 
brass and the others, through the ordeal admirably. 

The final piece was the 'St. Nicholas Cantata' by Britten, an apt tribute to a man whose 
wit and wisdom are irreplaceable. In nine sections Britten relates Nicholas' life story, and the 
legends he left us. Musical variety comes through alternating and combined performances of 
the tenor solo, the main chorus, the semi-chorus, and three magnificent pickled boys. At first 
some of the novelties in the music appear to be rather gimmicky, though all in all they produce 
a splendid atmosphere that is surely unique. So overall a most satisfying evening, a climax to 
weeks of clothes-rending and hair-tearing practice. 

Music Section compiled by Michael Croft 

drama: A Thurber Carnival 
It is exactly two years since Sherborne was last host to the Andover Touring Company of 

Phillips Academy, Massachusetts, who brought over a production of 'The Fantasticks'. This 
term, they brought us 'A Thurber Carnival'. 

To bring out in dramatic form something of the diverse work of James Thurber, the 
American writer and cartoonist, was no mean task. Necessarily, the insight the production 
gave was a limited one-a glimpse, perhaps, rather than an insight. But if glimpse it was, it 
was certainly tantalising. I am sure there were many who felt intrigued by Thurber's character, 
which lurked, elusive, behind all that they had seen. 

Much of the early humour was lost on the audience, perhaps because its form was alien to 
English ears. However, things soon changed, and the audience became more and more involved 
in Thurber's elaborate irony as the evening went on. The basic framework used involved 
dramatising various of his sketches, although there was also a narrated presentation of one of 
his sequences of drawings. This framework was punctuated by the playing of electric guitars, 
several brass instruments and percussion. This music admirably filled the spaces between 
scenes, providing its own particular form of entertainment, and serving on occasion as sound 
effects for the action, which added greatly to the humour. 

A comparison of this production with 'Dragoncore', due to go to America in the Easter 
holidays, would be of but little relevance here. Let us hope, however, that such exchanges 
may continue for many years to come. 

David Moore 
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Dragon core 

"The delightful Vicky Lewis, as Elsa" ... 

How does one set about doing justice to a production such as this one in such a limited 
space? Let me start by saying it was superb. I sense you all asking why I cannot find anything 
more original to say? I find myself lost for words of a superlative enough nature, and I assure 
you that this is nothing to do with the fact that I am writing this a little after midnight after 
the last performance in order to meet the editor's deadline. 

The delightful Vicky Lewis, as Elsa, was radiantly dressed and enchanted everybody. 
\Vho will forget in a hurry her singing of the tune '\Vhat do I care?', which was as emotive as 
any of the most poignant moments in 'Oliver'. She in turn seemed captivated by Greg Jackson 
(Lancelot), who played what must have been the most difficult character with great sensitivity. 
The relationship between the two of them was such as to touch the sentimental side of everyone 
in the audience. Going from the sublime to the ridiculous, :Mike Chambers, as the Dragon, 
was the one we love to hate, if you'll pardon the expression. Dressed in military tunic, cape 
and dark glasses, and with his hair specially cut and greased for the occasion, he looked just 
like something out of 'The Godfather'. Of the others, Giles \Voolveridge (the Mayor) and 
Jonathan Devitt (Henry) acted with their usual panache, and the Weavers (Christopher 
Kendall and Roderick Young) provided the greatest amusement of the evening. 

Footsteps of a not very elf-like nature on the floor below remind me that it is time to close, 
so it remains to say congratulations to all the cast (and apologies to those not mentioned by 
name), and congratulations to the orchestra so ably conducted by P.J.\V.'s henchman, Roderick 
Leece. Haven't I forgotten someone? Yes, most deserving of all for congratulations are ~1essrs. 
\Vitchell and \Veil by (the future Rogers and Hammerstein of Sherborne ?) for a production of 
such sheer vitality and enjoyment. By the time this report is used, the troupe will have been to 
the States where I am quite sure, if the reception here is anything to go by, the production will 
go down very well indeed. 

Julian Thomas 
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Charley's Aunt 
This year's R.A.H. extravaganza lives up to the usual score of mix-ups, marriages, and 

cases of mistaken identity. With a very young, and in some cases very pretty cast, it succeeds 
well in maintaining the sort of atmosphere best suited to this type of production, though without 
as much technical expertise as previous productions had enjoyed. 

David McCarthy, as Charles \Vykeham, was casually convincing, looking every inch the 
part. Martin Carey made a good partner in crime, and his father, Jonathan Lloyd, became 
equally star-struck in double-quick time. Charlie Bishop, as Brasset, the ever-present man
servant, always produced a laugh (from the audience) with his wry comments on the proceedings, 
and Andrew Wilson seemed temperamentally well-suited to play the obstinate guardian. 

The star of the show for me, however, was Nigel \Valkington who, as Lord Fancourt 
Babberley/Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez, managed such a range of facial expressions, and such 
energy about the stage, that he always became the centre of attraction when present. With 
some spectacular ad-libbing, and an impromptu strip-tease, he didn't leave much out of his 
repertoire. Anyway in the end everybody was happily married, and all lived happily ever 
afterwards. 

The play provides a striking contrast to the rather sophisticated humour of 'A Thurber 
Carnival', and those of the Andover company who came had an interesting insight into English 
humour. With only two members of the cast above the 4th form, things bode well for the future. 

Kennedy's Children 
\Ve at Sherborne are extremely lucky to have a professional theatre company so near to 

us, and once again the Salisbury Playhouse Theatrescope Company have showed their expertise 
at putting across a difficult play. 

The play is set in a bar on the Lower East Side in New York City and is acted out by five 
characters who never communicate with each other but rather speak at the audience. Although 
sitting in the same bar, they fail to see the people around them-and that is the story of their 
lives. All of them are disillusioned; their ideals have stagnated, their hopes shattered and their 
heroes dissolved. 

Wanda (Pamela Ruddock) is obsessed with J. F. Kennedy, for her life could never be the 
same after his assassination-everyone who loved him should do their bit to help, to prove that 
he had not died in vain. She conveys a sense of hurt that seems to demand that with the stopping 
of his heart, so should the world have ended-hers did. Sparger (Brian Ellis), a failed actor 
who, like the rest, is drowning his sorrow in drink. Mark (Graham Sinclair) is a country boy 
turned soldier who is fighting in Vietnam; in his mind war and religion become curiously 
entwined. For the most part his remarks arc directed to 'Mom' through a diary which he 
keeps. \Ve learn of his hero worship of a comrade 'Chic' and are taken through the various 
stages of their relationship, from Mark's introduction to drugs to their philosophy of war, 
which, Mark calmly announces, this morning induced him to shoot Chic. In the 'sixties Rona 
(Liz Moscrop) had thought that she could change the world; she was one of the flower people, 
a new generation of youth who lived on 'acid' and went on peace marches. But the acid turned 
to harder drugs and the hippies were exploited-the search for peace became big business. 
Now she sits at home arguing with a drug-crazed husband, wondering where it all went wrong. 
The beautiful Carla (Gwen Taylor) had worshipped Marilyn Monroe and on her sudden 
death Carla had known instinctively that her vocation was to be the next Marilyn. Gradually 
she came to see that it was the media which had willed this destiny on to her and that she was 
only one of 60,000 would-be Marilyns and that one would never get higher than a chorus girl. 

Thus we sec five disillusioned products of the 'sixties. The play is essentially pessimistic, 
but it contains a great number of marvellous lines and some very amusing dialogue. Its chief 
success lies in its ability to stimulate thought; the complacent attitude is shaken and you come 
away with a feeling of unease. How will we be seen, as products of the 'eighties? 

Roderick Young 



Tl/F: Sll!RRUR:VTA:V 

;\s cvcrvhrJd v ~hrJtdd kno\\' hounds do 
rlrJl rn~lkt' g~oJ 1~~C'i a.nJ ~ll rruJcSl in4-...,'lta b!y 
h~<:on1P. nhc~~. Ev~n ~o> fi~\v ;\rr. llki.~ lht' 
popuJar > amiahlc and ~low ,-.•lttr.d r red. 
in their youth, and th4: thought of lla~~cts 
hunting hares cou1cs as a shock to n1any 
pt'opl~. Thh; is \vh~l• 11appern on ~l t}·piod 
thly,s hu11cing. 

The Huck\ ... or•h}· Ba.s.:;~r Hound~ nH.~l a• 
RJa~kfi1l'd at. 14.:10 hou~ on Tuesday rh~ 
third of ;llovcmbor. We •lar1cd drawing up 
tO\\•ards Ch~\rlton I-IorcLhorn4.:> bc.·t, .. ·4.:cn the 
Corton Denh~un ~u1d Charlton Hort"thrJrnc 
roads. Th~ hound~ 'f.a•br.retl aJon.g ho•h 
s.ltles rJI' the va11c}·, IJul could rn~lke nothing 
niore of it. \Ve r.arl'ie<l 011 ''P lh~ vtilley ~lntl 
at t.i· TO hour.:; put up a han~. Thl~ •ook a 
c1nckv,:i$e r.ircle out to the c:o1·ton Denban1 
1·oat1. I• r~nl along the hedge, Uy The lateet, 
fO~ ~oin~ 1 \YO hu11clretl ya.1·ds h~for~ r.aki ng a. 
leiL turn a.r.ro.~~ che road, tO\\-'ards C!on1pton 
Costle. 

\V c could not hunt over the road, so I 
lifietl hounds a.u<l soon nn1 nage<l •o ray lh~rn 
onto the [inr. of che tP.tu1·ning ha.re .. ·\r thi~ 
Jtn~~ th~ hea.v~ns opr.nP.d and lt pour~d ,-.•lth 
rain. This hnd th~ r.HCct of n1ining scent tOr 
.son1c tin1c, so that \Ve tc1nporarlly Jo~t touch 
,.,·ith our hnrc. 

We then drew back lowanls Blackford 
over " l<trgc ploughed ficltl and even I u;illy 
pu l up our hare, ,vho in1meJiately tan up 
Charlton Hill, toward• Goldc.n Valley Funr1. 
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Whatever 
Happened to 

Fred Basset? 

She npp..:ared LrJ he turning right agnin, as 
\'.''Ju[d be expcclctl. But at the la.st moment 
.ihe tlotlged 1 .. n. She p .. r.iued a very 1>dd line 
1aking ~ha.1·p tu1·ns of nlnety <1~grees., bol11 lo 
the left and right, e\.·ery fe\"' hundl't~cl y.:l«l$J 
dodging from one side of the hedge to 1ho 
other. She then look ~u1othc:r sharp left 
•urn ~uul r.:in p;1.1'.:lllel 'Yilh •he Charhon 
Ho~•ho1·n~ ro;1.cl, har.k co,val'cl$ Rltickfortl. 

Ir , .. ·a.~ then that scr.nt ~udd~n ly fi1.ired, 
'\'C cast tbn.,·nrcl, to either .1ide and ~tra.ight 
back i11 case •he had turned on her foil, hut 
lo no a\'al!. 

So '"'e r.alr~tl Cr;\ tlar, tal$c<l our <.:ap.'> to 
a running hare and rc:lurnc.·tl to the kenneJ~. 

During •hi.i las.l s.eason there h~u; been 
• h~ oppotruni l}' rot a fi~\V boys LO go Hti:-.se•i.ng 
tis a ful1 lime s.port. The airn has been lO 
int.·oduce boys. 10 die ~pot•, s.o lha.l lhe}· 
r.an ~~~ ,.,.haL ir is ··~ally aH a.bout. Tr hai a.1$0, 
by 1hc kindnc« of Mr.1 . .-\. Parlby M.H. 
given n fe\v boys chc chance of \\•hlpping into 
hrJunds, hunting hounds ~lnd of being an 
,.\r.cl11g Joint i\ftt">let. 

lJ ntOttunnrelv due to the una.\.·a.iJa.hilirv 
of transport thes°c opportuniti~ hnvr: no't 
been open 10 many people. llut we hope thn1 
in the next and. follo,\•ing seasons this \vii] 
expand ~u1d he<.:orne •1 P•lr• rJf ~choo] life, ~ls 
l.') arreatl}· the case al maoy other public 
$Choohi. Obviou.ilv Sh~1·hor11r. l$ an ic.le:ll 
pbce re .... •he •port: 

~cil Forhcs M.H. 



Sh~rbornc is iodc-Md fortuna1e in its 
\vildlilC. It combines a numbf"1' of halJitatsi 
c111 of \\·hich cullll'ihu(C 1n~tny divel'S.C specie$. 
H abiLal!> in•.:lu<lc Olixcd , .. ,oudland: faa·rnlan<l, 
Joke, gardt:n ~tu<l tO\o\'TI, Altl1nugl1 1hc l:\.rgt>:r 
1.,al'l ()f th~ \•;ilctllft' i~ 1u l>t. fu\lnct in th~ 

<:ouu ll'VSicle ii (:\.II :\.)~o ht. (oul\ci in and 
ai·ounci l h P s<:hool and to\.\1n . 

Tn addj1ion 10 lht.. uhiquitour. robins.. 
finr.hcs. blackbird• and woudpigcoru (the 
hu ttt Hap i1hout in tl1c huge ilcx ttc:t"S in 
llospiml Lane with !xiii<..-. Wl'i!!'h<'1 ,..;tl1 
the fruit} occao;io11aU)· a pair of Orey \ V'ag-
1ailo; c.;<\n be .<;c:'t'"'1 fl itti1\g aloug l h i: ~1rc:a1n 

'"·hlc,;h r\11\~ 1hl'o1.1gh tln~ i\·1n~ic School 
gan.\~no;. Suu1mf"r hn'.'I <lnly rc:n11y arrived jn 
Shf"a·honlc \\'hc;n the; ~\·vilis co me sc:rcn111ing 
inlt'l chc 1~our1~~ \vhirring rnuncl ln for1natio11 
nc llgluning ~peed. '!'heir nests arc built 
br.ucath chc o ld li(cs ur the clo.s':in>orns. On 
hot da ... ·s they rt"ie high iu tl1c ;tir to <.Ji$.phl}0 

1hcir dy ing skill,. Perhap-l 1lt<" <•l~I <ight 
I fta..,·e 4.."'i4..' r S<'ClJ \<1o'f\S QUl.$;l\f' ll1t;: J .C.R. unr. 
evening : lht":re µ.~ ,. $ln1n~ !lf't'u~J) uf bf"t'r 
n n J :i · rAlhf'"r lllf"l'f'~' ffi()uJC \<1o'a~ findjng it 
l':xtl'~n1ely difli<:ult 10 movr. r.ffc:clivcJy in .nny 
nne clirf'"1~tion. 
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Birds 
and other 
Wildlife around 
Sher borne 

S hcrUornc T .<1kc tnitl the R ivel' i·co 
p1·u ...-iJc a parth,;vlarly incc:rt".;:lin~ 'Jclcction 
or t,irJ.i;, 0 1le S uO)lUCT l \\.'-'IU: l-:d it p;.tir of 
dipper.r; hoh UI' ::uKi Jowi• in lht·ir \vhi-te bibs 
(')l\ Jlrt:an1 uones likr. llvf"IV ,,.aiu~ns. Uf'J$u·et1n1, 
Utt\ .. ·0t.n chc l\'i!O <'..ns1ic-s. t.he. Jal<~ wj1l1 

it~ aurru11nding cr4..'es ::i.nd rushr.-s iJ 1110 .. ~ 
(J'''>d\lc.:livc. 'fo the l\orlh Ea~t t ft..:rc is. t\ 

l1~1·v111·r :uuong ':itlttle bt:<.·ch(.'$. 'fl11:-:;r 11e:>ts 
li1rn1 sr~ikt"y hlot.~ a.rr1ung the hrau1.~l1c-; aud 
ROlllt"fil'n<:R one; is pri\·tle.gr.tl f () \vatA~h a gr·f"}' 
hr.ron Hy lecha rgically ovt'r chr. ltlk¢ °"•td1 
grtnc droo py i,\:i ngs .• ~mong the u><:e~. fin1~h~~ 

aud lits <"".all ~lt one anothrJ ns you int rude 
upon chcir habitat. ln th.c i umnlCr \varblcrs 
.-rrivc inctuJi11g chiff4 cl1<1tll f1ud l>lackt·ap!. 
T ile 1uost pm mineil t h"'"'C''et' arc •lie n-t'd 
\<.:arhltf'l \ .. ·hic;h Ch~\ler t ln;ir \'Oflti rt\\0\JSIV 
~r;i.1h1g,· ~onR' ..._~ yo n '""ilk pil~t lhr.;r l't:C':(,}· 
haUi1~t. 

Tt if.. t1\ du:·st' rr.1.·11R II.a l 1h1; 1,~1 11>l ua:Sl. 
l "hi::i 1•11. th~r u~ly btrd is 1,1nf()rl\1l\ll.1a:ly 1hi: 
c:() 111mnn<:~c on 1hc: lakr. i l have <:011n1ecl over 
t\·VO hunclr<:d ;. l'hcre i~ ul~o thr. C>ccnilona.1 
J\o\'~tn, gn::ac crc1ccd grebe or dnhchick. ' fhc 
gt~:lx."S 'J\'C lfl lO spend IIJOOl l>f rhc:ir tint<: 
suln1u.Tging tl1c1nsclvcs. Duck incJul\c 1ufu .. -<l. 
nu1UarJ 1 JKM.:ltard~ ~hovc:ler llnJ gtuJ ,,·e.JI. 'Tl1c 
o;ight t ,,. j (I alw~1\'S 1n:a~ure 1111~• an1und 
shc:f'hnm1~ , ... a!- ,.,\ onr. ~t.,nnml!f' nl1c:r>lC>n11 
'\'ht.n 1 waJ ~tblr. co vlat<:h an unc111nn1on 
l,)Jnc:k t..:rn flil over chc ' \'<Jtcr '\1ith c.·asual 
\\lirtgbc•••s. ot·(:lsionally stoup~ng lU snatc11 
uµ a Oy. Dolli 1t~ sll~q>c null fhghe •~uul<.J nf1(. 
b t" n1ut~ t"l~gant or graceful. 
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Tree Creeper 

The countryside provides a wildlife 
population which is able to thrive, away from 
the interference of man. In several places 
I have watched foxes and in Holwav \Vood 
one can watch these and badgers f~om the 
same hide. One dusk in Coombe Valley I 
was able to watch a fox and barn owl at the 
same moment. On summer bike rides, 
especially on the Bradford Abbas-Thornford 
and Oborne-Holway \Vood routes, one can 
hear the scratching song of the white throats 
(both lesser and greater) as well as the jingling 
of the corn bunting which, although in 
plumage is quite unexceptional is the only 
British bird where the male has several mates. 

Holway \Vood is probably the best 
place for a concentrated observation of 
wildlife. It is situated about four miles 
north of Sherborne on the steep escarpment 
facing Blackmoor Vale. This small enclave 

amidst farmland is almost totally deciduous 
and a summer morning provides excellent 
birdwatching. There is a family of sleepy 
owls and a cuckoo which refuses to be seen. 
Summer warblers include blackcaps, willow 
warblers, chiff-chaffs, 'Nhitethroats and wood 
warblers which inhabit the bush and tree 
foliage. Sometimes a Sparrow hawk streaks 
through the wood snatching a song bird on 
the way. It is birds like the tiny tree creeper 
with its bark coloured back and white 
front which make birdwatching so worth
while. As it spirals up a tree without a 
sound and almost indistinguishable against 
the bark one feels privileged to be able to 
view such a secretive yet charming creature. 

Merlin Lewis 

H.D.K. 
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critical ~itualirJns ""ht'n lht' pre>M.11'1:! \.Y<t.:.: on. Te is pcrhap~ sigr111'ic<1.nt tl1at only the right bar.k> 
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T~~m:J. Cook<, R. llrn<o, :I.I. llomfray, C. Leach, M. lslcs, l'. \filno, \.f. J.lak, M. Wifaon, 
J. Fish, P. \farll~y, N. King. 

l.R.E. 
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The 2nd XI 
Team: H. J. Palmes, J. C. Gates, 

A. M. Clarke, P. J. Toomer, D. R. Bryant, 
T. D. Mullins, J. E. Lee, S. A. Archer, 
R. J. Robotham, C. J. V. Kendall, C. H. A. 
Wilson (Capt.) and I. A. Paterson (for 2 

games). 
Played IO. Won 5, Lost 4, Drew I. 
In spite of such bad weather only one 

match was cancelled but its effects were 
clearly to be seen in the overall standard of 
play. Only right at the end of term, after 
more regular practice on grass, did the team 
really begin to play well together, winning 
three and drawing one of their last four 
games. Goals were hard to come by through
out the term, partly again because only 
latterly did the team find the confidence to 
build up and sustain pressure in attack with
out surrendering the initiative with hurriedly 
taken half chances. 

Howard Palmes had a very good season 
in goal, well supported by the defence, in 
particular Jeremy Gates and Paul Toomer 
on the right. David Bryant was an effective 
general at centre half and it was again 
Jerry Lee and Simon Archer who combined 
on the right of the attack to pose most of 
the threats with good individual support 
and some fine goals from the other forwards. 
Crispin Wilson captained by example on the 
left wing and scored a number of important 
goals from short corners. 

M.H. 

'fhe 3rd XI 
\Vhile the weather made pitch 6 more 

suited for soccer than hockey only the match 
against Milton Abbey had to be cancelled. 
The team adapted remarkably well from the 
mud at Colstons to the excellent pitch at 
Bryanston, but were unable to come to 
terms with a very good Taunton side on their 
all weather surface. Luckily we were able 
to field a regular team who combined well 
and usually dominated the midfield. Most 
of the skill was at halfback, all of whom will 
be here next year, but although the forwards 
chased and harried, ably led by O'Brien, 
rarely were they able to combine together 
to turn an abundance of possession into 
goals. The defence looked composed against 
the weaker opposition but were exposed 
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by the quicker forwards of Taunton and 
Canford. With five victories, six if the match 
against the Girls' School is included, and 
only two defeats, the season was successful 
in terms of results, but just as gratifying was 
the enthusiasm and desire to play hockey 
irrespective of the mud, wind and rain. 

Team: O'Brien (Captain), Sandys
Renton, McCarthy, Haly, Badcock, Thomson 
R., Gordon, Mitchell, Patterson, Symes, 
Leppard. 

M.J.H. 

The 4th XI 
The 4th XI played some steady, deter

mined hockev under the excellent leadership of 
McFarlane, and ended a satisfactory season 
on a high note with the 6-o defeat of Mill
field. Hitherto a run of draws and defeats 
had not reflected the worth of the side that 
frequently supplied players of equal calibre 
to the 3rd XI. The defence was sound, with 
East always enterprising in goal, and Day was 
often useful in both defence and attack. 
Withey played well on the wing, feeding a 
keen forward line who lacked the final thrust 
for goal after many a neat move up the field. 
A useful, cheerful side, then, who fully played 
their part in making the Lower a success. 

C.H.R.N. 

The Colts 
P. 8, \V. 3, D. 2, L. 3, F. 21, A. 13 

Ultimately the Colts had a disappointing 
season, they started well in defeating Colstons 
12-0, stuttered in the middle of the term 
and then went and lost the last three matches 
which included a humiliating 5-0 defeat at 
Monkton Combe. There were some talented 
and competent players but the team lacked 
cohesion in mid-field and, when 'the chips 
were down', the determination and character 
to fight back. 

James kept a sound goal but never 
asserted himself in his circle; the best goal
keepers are noisy and aggressive. Fisher and 
Bulford made a skilful pair of full-backs but 
again were not always sound under pressure. 
Possibly the best player in the team was 
Peplow whose skill, fitness and determination 
made him a most promising left-half. 
Hewitt, Blunt and Cowl all played their 
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part in completing the half-back line but 
never quite did enough to guarantee their 
places. The pick of the forwards were the 
two wingers Mason and Upton who ran 
hard and centred well whenever given the 
opportunity. Garrett and Oborne were two 
talented goalscorers but relied too much on 
their natural abilities and not enough on 
basic hockey skills. Eckersley-Maslin com
pleted the forward line and proved himself 
to have a sound hockey brain, he should do 
well in the future. 

In a season when so many of the matches 
were played on heavy, muddy pitches the 
team never sufficiently adapted their style. 
Fire, determined running and hard hitting 
are invariably needed in inclement con
ditions. Nonetheless when conditions per
mitted much of the hockey produced was 
good and all the members of the team, 
together with a number of the reserves 
should have a worthwhile future in the game. 

D.F.G. 

Junior Colts 
At the beginning of the term, it was ob

vious that the Junior Colts side were going to 
have a successful season, because as a group 
they displayed considerable talents and they 
had only two drawn games in their year as 
mini-colts. However it says a lot for their hard 
work and commitment that they finished 
the term with an outstanding season behind 
them. Nine victories were achieved from the 
nine games, with a total of 29 goals being 
being scored and only two conceded. Some 
excellent hockey was played and the future 
seems rosy with this group promising great 
things. 

It is always useful to be able to attack 
with confidence in the defence. The maturity, 
skill and hitting power of Andrew Wilson 
and Charles Cameron combined to form as 
good a full back partnership as the Junior 
Colts could have had for a long time. Giles 
Bravery in goal provided constant amuse
ment and the occasional breathtaking save 
and gave confidence to all those in front of 
him. The half-back line of Bruce Ramsay, 
Martin Carey and Bill Rydon combined 
skilful stickwork, astute positioning and a 
dogged refusal to be beaten. The attack 
was direct. They gave defenders little oppor-
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tunity to dally on the the ball, and Tom 
Upton and Jeremy Blackburn were constant
ly in the thick of the action and were keen to 
get on with the game. James Stevenson and 
Mark Peplow proved deadly wingers, com
bining a lively pace and fierce crossing to set 
up a host of goal-scoring chances. 

After such a successful season, it would 
be easy to relax and be complacent. Thanks 
are due to M.M.W. for showing us his skills 
and reaffirming that we are not yet God's 
gift to hockey. More hard work, more 
thought in using the ball and a continuingly 
critical attitude to their own play should 
help them to improve in the future. Many 
thanks to I.R.E. for his excellent organizing 
and to Martin Carey for being a sympathetic, 
understanding and inspiring captain. 

Under 14 
At the beginning of the term it looked 

as if it was going to be difficult to find a 
competent U.14 team. The fact that in the 
end they had an unbeaten season is a tribute 
to their determination and improved skill. 

Buchanan, in goal, could always be 
relied upon and the two backs, Ford and 
Hammersley, had considerable skill and 
managed to move faster as the season pro
gressed. The captain, Sandall, at centre-half, 
was probably the most improved player on 
the side; Powe at left half played energetically 
but never really mastered the art and was 
replaced for the last match against Canford 
by Daunt who had a very good game. 

The forwards scored 36 goals which is 
good by any standards. Rees \Villiams' speed 
on the right wing was always dangerous for 
the opposition and Wise, on the left wing, 
coped well in this difficult position. Of the 
two inside forwards Martin had some good 
stick work and was the top scorer, closely 
followed by Mumford, who should become 
a good player if he can speed up a bit. Both 
Bowen and McKinnon Croft played at 
centre forward and there was little to choose 
between them. Both showed considerable 
potential. 

Played 8, Won 7, Drew I. 
].P.R. 



Carnage 

How barren is this wasteland: 
Resonant the hour that brought me here. 

With Ignorance shall I return 
And curtly dissociate myself from the 

suffering that does not concern me. 

J.M.B. 
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Paris at 
Half Ter01 • • 
Quelques 
ltnpressions 

For the seventh consecutive Lent half 
term the intrepid J.J.B. took a party of 
boys to Paris. His wife also accompanied us, 
her knowledge of French proving invaluable! 
P.S.F. (the bearded quarter of the Histo.ry 
department) joined the venture, and while 
perhaps his French was not invaluable (he 
tried valiantly) his learned comments were! 

Before our departure J.J.B. enthused 
about the horrors of travelling by vomitcraft 
(hovercraft to the uninitiated) and as a 
result we stuffed ourselves with 'Sea Legs', 
only to learn that due to bad weather the 
offending vehicle had been cancelled and 
that we were to cross the channel on a 
gentle ferry. We reached Paris too late. to 
do anything that night, but the next mormng 
saw us negotiating the !v1etro on our way to 
Notre Dame, a beautiful structure with a 
distinct lack of hunchbacks. After that it was 
on to the charming Saint-Chapelle and then 
to the Louvre. Since Mr. Barker has often 
visited Paris (indeed lived there) he could 
afford to indulge in a certain amount of 
intellectual snobbery towards those of us 
who felt that one cannot visit Paris without 
seeing La Tour Eiffel, !'Arc de Triomphe et 
Jes Champs Elysees, sights that many of us 
walked to in the afternoon, while J.J.B. 
toured an exhibition of German Romanti
cism. 
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Versailles was of course visited and 
much enjoyed by all not even the damp 
weather could detract from the splendour of 
the palace. Still more beautiful than the 
grandiose main building was le Grand 
Trianon, a small palace in the grounds built 
of pink and white marble and surely one of 
the most charming houses ever built. 

A particularly frightening aspect of 
the holiday was the necessity to cross the 
Parisien roads; the cars hurtle at breakneck 
speeds in all directions. After trying to cross 
a road to Napoleon's tomb for over five 
minutes an amused Frenchman approached 
and ad~ised that the arms should be raised 
and that the pedestrian should saunter 
across its a pity that we didn't know the 
French for 'easier said than done'. 

Someone who has not visited Paris for 
several years and now returns will be 
surprised by a startling new creation that 
dominates the skyline - the huge Centre 
Georges Pompidou, the most bizarre building 
in the world. It is constructed with great 
steel pipes.' painted garish, conflic.ting colours. 
Up the side there runs a plastic tube (see 
through, of course) in which one ascends the 
construction' on an escalator. The Centre's 
purpose is to house exhibitions of l\fodern 
Art but is chiefly of interest in itself it's 
so strange that one can't help but like it. 

It is at night that the City really comes 
to life and exudes an atmosphere found 
nowhere else; everything is vital and exciting. 
On our last evening we ate in a little Cafe in 
Monmartre; our little party filled the room 
entirely and eagerly lapped up the warm 
hospitality (and wine). What finer sight is 
there, than to stand underneath the floodlit 
Arc de Triomphe at night and look down the 
Champs Elysees to the Place de la Concorde? 
After a weekend of hedonism the return to 
Sherborne comes as a shock, but one soon 
got over it so that very little of the ensuing 
school time is spent contemplating how much 
nicer it would be if the conduit were taken 
away and replaced by the Eiffel Tower. 
Vive J.J.B. ! 

Roderick Young 
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1"'he Consutner's 
Guide to 
Calculators 
Gerbils. 

and 

A recent letter to the 'New Scientist' magazine suggested that since the interior technology 
of calculators is nearing perfection it has become an obsolete factor in determining their com
mercial success. Thus it would appear that research should strive to improve the exterior. The 
pioneers have already begun to exploit this idea-Sinclair's notorious new soft and luminous 
'Orange-Object' and the controversial furry Casio Fx 20~ both have considerable operative 
appeal and arc somewhat more attractive than conventional models which rely on a vast array 
of useless and obscure functions-the Commodore SR AAGH for example. The fascination of 
the Casio Fx 20} may lie in its resemblance to a small rodent. Its tail-like lead, furry case, and 
of course its multiplication function, prq_ject on the retina of our subconscious the image of 
mice; though few would admit it, in our heart of hearts we all lust for a 20-function program
mable Gerbil. 

One of the attractions of keeping a small mammal of any kind is its intelligence, and 
secondly it provides an excuse for building exotic homes for him. This obviously correlates 
with the psychology of calculator collectors who arc subconsciously astounded at their machine's 
ability, and also with the large market for calculator stands, boxes, velveteen wallets and 
leatherette polycstervinylosterone cases. After all, a calculator must be well looked after, or 
else it may become temperamental and only a specialist can cure this common complaint. 
Replacement is the usual remedy. But in my opinion none of these calculators can compare 
with the Rockbaldy 707 Honkytonk deluxe, with its non-luminous display, two battery cases, 
and optional national-anthem facility. 

The Croft Brothers 
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Squash 
The school played fifteen first team 

fixtures this term, winning five and losing 
ten. We lost to six schools: Clifton, Mil ton 
Abbey, Canford, Blundells, Taunton and 
Marlborough, and we beat five schools: 
King's Bruton, Downside, King's Taunton, 
Westwood St. Thomas, and ·winchester. 

We were not a strong side, especially 
on Saturdays when both Paul Toomer and 
Roger Eckersley-Ma~lin were required for 
h.ockey. This was a great pity because both 
are capable players with age on their side, 
and they could have gained a great deal 
by the experience. (No doubt the hockey 
players have gained by our loss!) 

Angus Prentice, who had a 'rough ride' 
as first string and captain improved steadily 
throughout the season and although he had 
the unenviable task of playing against some 
of the best under 19 players in the South
West, he gained a great deal from this 
experience and is a much improved player. 
A great deal of the momentum which 
squash has gained with the introduction of 
the two new glass-backed courts has come 
from Angus Prentice and I am very grateful 
to him for his efforts throughout the season. 

Hugh Lonsdale and Richard Ault were 
the other regular members of the team. I 
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think it would not be unfair to them to 
describe their performances throughout the 
term as erratic. On their day they provided 
formidable support for the rest of the team. 
Both of them need to improve their match 
temperament if they are to fulfil their 
potential and only further competition will 
bring this. Tim Scott played on a number of 
occasions and if he goes on improving at the 
present rate, he will be a very useful player 
in the future. Thanks also to Mike Iles, 
David Tomson, Brian Kenny and Henry 
Kendal who represented the school when 
the regulars were not available. 

Finally my sincere thanks to the ever
green l\1ike Earls-Davis and the sometimes 
green Mike Cleaver for all their help and 
encouragement for the team throughout the 
season. 

T.J.L.C. 

Colts 
The Colts have had a good season this 

year winning 7 and losing 3 of their matches. 
The standard of Squash has been much 
higher this year and I hope this is a good 
omen for the future. There is no doubt that 
the glass backed courts have not only been 
a great asset for coaching purposes, but also 
for the game to be seen at ground level for 
the spectators. 



I feel that the highlight of the school 
was the defeat of Marlborough, a most 
unexpected result. The defeats of Clifton, 
Winchester and Bryanston were also pleasing 
results. The most encouraging aspect for 
the future is the youthful enthusiasm of the 
players many of whom are still 13 or 14. 
This bodes very well for the future. With 
courts g and lo being re-furbished there is 
even more scope for improvement and 
successful seasons ahead. 

Team: T. Scott, D. Tomson, C. Leach, 
C. Milliken, G. Tustain. 

Also played: P. Macintosh, N.Lusher, C. 
Herring, A. Warburton, J. Lund, C. Martin. 

M.J.C. 

Fives 
The season was as successful as could 

be expected with a totally new side. Simon 
Ellyatt captained the side well and led the 
team by his forceful play on court. Michael 
Taylor is developing into an extremely 
hard hitting left hander of great promise. 
Rupert Smith never found his best form all 
season because of bad bruising and Guy 
Hockley remained potentially a good player, 
but was lacking a killer shot to end the rallies. 

The first two matches against Marl
borough and Clifton were both successful, 
the game against Clifton being a very close 
affair - 2 points! The first Club side to pay 
a visit to Sherborne were the Bank of 
England, who, as always, provided us all 
with plenty to laugh about. Colstons were 
very weak and were heavily defeated. 
Unfortunately the Bristol Grammar School 
match was cancelled which left the matches 
after half term very difficult. This was very 
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much the case with heavy defeats from 
U .C.S.0.B.; Old Tonbridgians; The Jesters; 
R.F.A. and Blundells; Blundells were very 
strong this year and gave us very little 
opportunity to show any form. 

The IV: S. Ellyatt, R. Smith, M. 
Taylor, G. Hockley, also played - R. Cowl, 
J. Turner. 

Results: Played g, won 3, lost 6. 
The 3rd pair played three matches and, 

although they were weak - and yet very keen, 
they won one and lost two of them. 

Team: J. Langlands, M. Irvine. 
The Colts had a very successful season, 

when one realises how young they were. I 
feel that this is the most important factor 
for the future - the vouth and enthusiasm 
of many boys for th~ game this wet Lent 
Term. The Colts were never able to field 
their strongest side, because of injuries and 
hockey commitments. Nevertheless they had 
an unbeaten No l in R. Cowl who was well 
supported by the rest of the youthful team. 
Matches were won against Colstons and 
Marlborough, but lost against Clifton and 
Blundells. 
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Team: R. Cowl, J. Stubbs, A. Gray, 
J. Blackburn. 

Also played: G. Redmond, J. Ambrose, 
]. Goodman, D. MacAdam. 

I would like to thank P.M.W. for all his 
hard work with the Colts this year and also 
David Brown for looking after us all so well 
with much needed refreshment after the 
matches. 

M.J.C. 

Golf 
Some particularly drab weather 

throughout the term made it inappropriate 
to arrange any significant competitive golf 
this term, apart from the House Competition. 
In this, the pairs were better balanced than 
has been the case in recent years; this led 
to some close contests, and to results which 
caused some surprise, especially to the 
losing teams. In the end, School House 'A' 
team (Peter Farley and Rupert Garrett) 
emerged as the winners against their 'B' 
team near-colleagues. 
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The School team was able to play three 
matches: a victory over Marlborough (3! -
2~) at High Post was a good start to the 
n~w season, and this was followed by a win 
over Milton Abbey, with a "Tuesday 
afternoon" team, at Sherborne (5 - r). Later, 
there was a valuable outing to Brockenhurst, 
where we had never previously played a 
match. Despite vile conditions of wind and 
rain, the course fully lived up to its rep1;1tation 
as offering a real challenge in except10nally 
agreeable surroundings, and we emerged as 
victors over Canford by 4~ - rt. The match 
provided valuable experience for all, and 
especially for those who, a week later, 
represented the School in the annual Aer 
Lingus Schools' Championship, on the same 
course. A windy, though fine day made the 
course difficult for all who took part; but 
our own team (Crispin 'Vilson, Andrew 
Jarman and Peter Martin) lacked the 
stamina, rather than the ability, to place 
themselves among the leaders. So, for the 
first time, Sherborne failed to finish among 
the first five in this Southern Region, and 
ended fourteenth. Comfort, however, can 
be drawn from the fact that, in this par
ticularly demanding competition, experience 
of representative Medal play is of great 
importance; and, with two of the team still 
available for several years to come, the day 
was very far from being wasted. 

The following players now have their 
School Golf Colours: C. H. A. Wilson; 
G. A. Abel, A. ]. Pryor, T. H. P. Pierpont, 
A. P. Jarman, P. J. L. Martin. 
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Basketball 
At last, the squad who had kept baskec 

ball going with minimum facilities, was able 
to appreciate a full size court in their own 
sports centre. This suited the Sherborne 
style of play of wanting to run, with a 
mobile defence and a devastating fast 
break which was admired by opponents. 
Hooper, Button, Dally and Short thrived on 
this demanding style of play and Jackson 
introduced a lot of class in to the squad, and 
enabled them to vary their methods of 
attack with his skill at shooting, unfortunately 
injury and other commitments kept his 
appearances down. Dally seemed to adapt 
to any position that he was asked to play. 
Ault again showed what an attacking 
defence the School had and was com
plemented by the steady defence of Goddard 
who improved throughout the season. Again 
Clarke skippered the side with a deter
mination that was disguised by his gentle 
manner, his timing with blocking opposition 
shots was superb and apart from saving 
many points always made sure that he 
contributed points to the attack. \'\That has 
been particularly pleasing, is the encourage
ment and coaching given by Clarke to the 
U-16 and U-15 teams. 

The junior teams are desperately trying 
to catch up lost time having had no practice 
for two years, certainly showed improve
ment, with Fisher, Garrett and Dally fitting 
into the system well when called on to 
represent the senior team. 
Results; U-19, Winners of .'.'forth Dorset 
Tournament in December. 
Matches: \Von 7, lost 2 

U-16's: \Von 3, lost 2 

U-15's: Won o, lost 2 
U-19 squad: 0. S. Clarke (captain) R. H. 
Ault, M. E. C. Button, D. J. M. Dally, 
R. K. Hooper, G. C.Jackson, M. D. Goddard 
A. K. Short. 
U-16 squad: R. C. A. Garrett (captain) 
J. J. Fisher, N. P. Smith, H. G. 0. Thomas, 
J. C. Mason, R. M. J. Marchington, J. S. R. 
Dally. 
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Soccer 
\Vith a varied assortment of talent the 

team took a little while to settle down into a 
co-ordinated unit. Nonetheless, the individual 
arts of Owen Clarke of the close footwork 
(and finally the highest gaolscorer), the 
tactical timing of Nick Thorpe in his tackling 
which saved many a situation, the poten
tial shooting power of \Viii MacKean who 
never quite achieved direction, the sturdy no
nonsense methods of Mark Kemp, and the 
continual encouragement of skipper John 
Beazley all helped to create a vitality and blend 
of thew hole team which gave us such an excel
lent season. \Vins against Downside (away) 
King's Taunton (away) and the O.S. plus a 
draw at home to Clifton gave us an unbeaten 
run until we met Beaminster (away) in the 
last week. On a sloping, uneven pitch we 
played the best football of the season for over 
half the game and it was only a spectacular 
shot from far-out that led us to lose 3-2 in 
the dying minutes, despite some excellent 
positioning from Mike Wilmot who gave 
the team winning confidence as the season 
progressed. 

A thoroughly satisfactory season there~ 
fore and one enjoyed by all concerned. 

M.L.M. 

Other members: Simon \Vaterfield, Miles 
Ritchie, Jim Edwards, John Craw, Brad 
Rowe and Jeremy Coram. 
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'fhe Secret Seven 
The record of the 'Sevens' teams this term has been the best for many years, fully justifying 

the efforts of a few boys who were able to escape from Hockey. From a very small choice of 
senior boys and with limited opportunities for practice the school did well in national com
petitions against large two-term rugby schools. 

The first competition was the Middlesex tournament and after beating amongst others 
Bedford Modern and Ellesmere on the way to the semi-final the team lost to the holders from 
Yorkshire, Normanton, who retained the trophy in the final. 

Three days later in the Surrey tournament the team played exceptionally well in difficult 
conditions to reach the semi-final against Brynteg School from Bridgend. This game was very 
close with both sides defending well until Sherborne took the only scoring chance to win 4-0. 
The final against Chislehurst and Sidcup G.S. was played in near darkness, heavy rain and 
thick mud, but with the forwards winning regular possession the team eventually emerged from 
the gloom as winners to collect a massive and handsome trophy. 

The rain persisted until the following Saturday at Clifton; the ball literally floated in some 
parts of the field and could only be picked with difficulty from viscous mud in others. The 
Senior '7' beat Marling and Downside before losing to Wycliffe (0-4) in the quarter final. In 
many ways it was a relief not to have to play. The U. 16 team also played in this competition 
and beat Prior Park and Dauntseys before losing 4-12 to a vast Plymouth College team con
taining two internationals. 

At Rosslyn Park, THE national tournament, the Senior team won the four matches in their 
group including a narrow win against King's Canterbury, beat Ryde School, Hereford Cathed
dral School (winners at Clifton) in extra time, and Wortle School to reach the final against Ample
forth. Played under floodlights the School dominated all the early play to lead 6-4 (and 
missed a penalty beneath the posts!). A nasty injury to an Ampleforth player stopped the 
game for ten minutes and though still ahead at half-time we forgot to move the ball freely in 
the second half, lost possession repeatedly, and Ampleforth won, a feat they repeated in the 
Open competition two days later. 

The final tournament was at Oxford. Here the Juniors had the misfortune to meet the 
finalists in the first round and lost 6-12, a creditable performance in view of the fact that two 
of the team hadn't played before! The Seniors beat Rickmansworth and High Wycombe R.G.S. 
to win their group and were 26-0 ahead at half-time against Dulwich, winning comfortably. 
\Vycliffe were beaten 30-4 in the semi-final and not only was this ample recompense for 
Clifton but the team played the best 'sevens' I've ever seen by a Sherborne team. One move
ment for a try covered eighty yards, each player handled at least twice, there were two men to 
spare when we scored and not one of the team had moved faster than a gentle trot. Memorable 
stuff. The final against King's \Vorcester at the Iffiey Road home of O.U.R.F.C. gave the team 
the chance to play in front of a large and vociferous crowd. Two dropped scoring passes were 
disappointing but the IO-o lead proved enough and we received a splendid cup and plaque to 
bring the season to a fitting end. 

Finally some thanks are necessary: to the players whose hard training must have contibu
ted towards condensation in the Sports Hall: to Rupert Barrett, a quietly determined captain 
who made up for occasional lapses in handling by gaining a tremendous amount of possession: 
to Tim Edwards for running in for so many tries: to all theparents who turned up at strange 
hours at strange grounds all over the country to support us: and lastly to John Reason of the 
Daily Telegraph for his comment in the Rosslyn Park programme bemoaning poor coaching 
throughout the country and complimenting us all, "l\1ind you, some schools are doing the job 
properly. You only have to watch a Sherborne team for five minutes to know that nearly 
everyone in their blessed school can play. But it is the exception. It is not the rule." \Ve know 
this is not entirely true, but if people think it is .... 

D.P.J. 
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You said it meant a lot to see my world, 
And the darkness into which I was hurled. 

Softly blue 

'Barefoot to Delphi' 
Dew has wept upon the grass. 
Mist now clings to the shore. 
With sandy tone the sea slides out 
And lemon light, it lingers on. 

Stop, 
Whistle, 
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Choose a song
Sta y here love for the day is long. 
We've cast our dreams on the sea 
Like nets-and caught the sun. 
The moon lies broken, floating free 
My future is a burst of wings 

Over a sunlit sea. 

from a deeper grey
Then wine's first colour, the month of .'.\lay, 
Shades of gold-a burnished sky 
Together on the beach, cast up, we lie 

We stir and clutch each other tight 
Looking with awe at the morning's light. 
Rising to see, towards the rocky climb 
We know 

'Barefoot to Delphi', 
\Ve must go. 

Among olive trees thick \ 
The temple rose high. 
A trick of light 
Made it kiss the sky. 

-Hold me love, I don't want to die. 
Beadel 


